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ABS TRACT 
Two specios of E suu 1eena_, Euglena gracilis and Eug1ona mutabilis, 
were cultured with the object of finding the conditions which would 
give the highest mitotic index at a predictable time. This was done, 
and the cell-cycle time under controlled conditions was found. Following 
this, mitosis was investigated by ordinary cytological methods and with 
the electron microscope. Using the microdensitometer, it was found that 
DNA replication occurred during interphase an in other organi: ms. 
Evidence for the presence of separated chromatids was found at the end 
of interphase (02). 
Counting sectioned chromatin manses in sections photographed under 
the electron microscope showed the presence of separated chromatids at 
metaphase. It was found that irradiation made motaphaco and particularly 
anaphase stages easily spread, and from these stages it was seen that %h© 
chromatid is characteristically V-shaped with the point of the V diroctect 
to the poles. At motaphaao however the point was predominantly on the 
equator. 
Detailed study of the ultraotructuro of the mitotic figures showed 
that microtubule8 are connected by arms or bridges; they are also 
attached laterally to the endosome and probably to the chromatin; in 
addition they pass through tho chromatin. The relationship betwo©n 
chromosomes and microtubules has been followed by means of aerial 
transverse sections and in 1oncitudinal sections. Models for mitosis in 
Eupptilena have been doviaod. 
-2- 
The ultrastructure of the endoaome has been investigated and 
observations suggesting the presence mithin it a nucleolar-organising 
chromosomal region, have been made. 
The effects of irradiation have been investigated using gamma 
radiation in doses from 4Kr to 350I: r. A dose-tolerance curve has been 
plotted. LD. 50 is 35Kr. The effects of radiation on the ultrastructure 
of the nucleus are described. 
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IITTRODUCTIOTT 
Nuclear division in F, uTlona has for lona been the subject of 
study and of arrunent. The literature is fully quoted in the 
discussions on pp. 
Additional to the cytological and ultrastructuro, l studies 
undortaken in the present work, is a radiobiological investigation. 
Since the existence of a ld. notochore in Eu Lena is ono of the 
unsolved problems of its mitotic mechanism, and the presence of a 
kin©tochor© in the majority of oukaryotos results in easily 
recognised cytological observations, it wao thought that a cloar-cut 
result could be obtained for rlcna. There is no previous 
ultrastructural study of i2radiated material. Much of interest was 
also found in the untreated material and a aucj; ostod modol for 
mitosis is presented. 
0 
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PART 1- CULTURE AND EXPE II, M'NTAL STUDI 
I. MATERIALS AND CULTURE LMTHODS 
Materials 
The organisms Eug1°na gracilis and Euglena mutabilis which wore 
ouppliod by the Cambridge Culture Collection of Algae and Protozoa, were 
tested on the following growth media: - 
1) Pringsheim's biphasic or soil-water medium (Pringeheim, 1946). 
2) Hunter and Provosali's basic algal mineral medium supplemented 
with Vitamins i31 and B12 (Hunter and Provosali, 1955)- 
3) A modification of Boijerink's high salt mineral medium (ß. H. S. ). 
4) Satby medium. 
5) 0.25,44 Beef extract medium (modification of Satby medium). 
Of all the media tried, Satby proved to be the best, and was 
ultimately used throughout, although modification with 0.23A beef extract 
was used in one experiment. 
The composition of Satby medium is as follovra: - 
1). Na acetate (hydrated; with 3H20) 0.1% 
2). Difco Beef extract 0.1% 
3). Difco Bacto-tryptane 0.2N 
4). Difco Yeast extract 0.21a 
5). CaCl 2 
(anhydrous) 0.001% 
6). Distilled water 100 nl. 
All the above substances were weighed out and put into a sterilised 
conical flask. Diotillod vmtor was added. The flask ryas plugged with 
. non-abeorbant cotton wool, covered with alwninium foil, autoolavod 
for 
-8- 
fifteen minutes, cooled to room temperature, and inoculated. 
To make agar plates, 1% agar was added to the medium before 
autoclaving. 
Conditions of growth: 
To find the optimum light and temperature for tho growth of p lens 
species, cultures were placed under the following conditionss- 
1) 150C, and 18 hours of light/6 hours of darkness in every 
twenty-four hours. The light of intensity 255-400 lumens 
squaro foot, was supplied by fivo 30 watt "daylight" 
fluorescent tubes. 
2) 20°C, and a cycle of 18 hours of light/6 hours of darlazess. 
3) 20°C, and continuous light. 
4) 25°C9 and a cycle of 18 hours of light/6 hours of darkness. 
5) 25°C, and continuous light. 
6) 30°C, and a cycle of 18 hours of light/6 hours of darkness. 
7) Room temperature (20°C) and natural daylight. 
It was found that 25°C with 18 hours light and 6 hours darkness in 
every twenty-four hour period gave the moot rapid and continuing growth. 
When 4ö C02 enriched air was passed through the medium, the cells 
multiplied faster than without it, but after a week the density of 
organisms appeared to be the same in both cases. 
At the temperature of 30°C, cells on agar started multiplying 
faster than at any other temperaturo, but within 5 to 7 days they stopped 
and eventually died out if kept under those conditions. If they were 
rernovod to the optimum conditions of light and tomporatur© with nub- 
culture to fresh medium, within a month comp of them recoverodl undergoina 
division, while others died. 
Euiylena species grow as woll one or in agar as in liquid media. 
-q- 
II. GRO'; o'TH STUDIES IN COI1^iROL AND IRRADIATED MATERIAL OF EUGLENA GRACILIS 
d. (i) Methods of Obtaining Maxim= llitotio Index 
To got the maximwn mitotic index, different combinations of light, 
temperature and media werd tried. 
Of all, the following procedures were found to be most effective: - 
1) The material tivas first grown in B. If. S. medium at 15°C and 
continuous light for 67 hours; then transferred to Satby liquid podium 
and kept at 29°C ±1 in oontinuoue light with periodic examination. 
It was found that 27 hours after inoculation into Satby medium the 
mitotio index reachod 10 - 14%. 
2) The material was grown on Satby agar plates at 2500 11 with 
18 hours light alternating with 6 hours of darkness for two weeks, and 
then transferred to Satby liquid medium under the some conditions of 
light and temperature. 
After about 24 hours the mitotic index was found to bo 12% - 18;. 
For its convenience, the second method was adopted. 
(ii) Determination of Coll-Cycle Time in Hanging Drop tg ur o 
E. gracilio Control Material 
The best and easiest way to find tho cell-cycle (generation) timop 
mitotic time, and cleavage time in !u lens Uraa to place a hanging drop of 
cell suspension under the lid of an agar plato in sterile conditions, and 
examine the whole drop, taking the potri dish under the binocular or low- 
power of the microscope without disturbing the microenvironment inside the 
petri dish. This also has the advantage of avoiding infootion. If a 
more detailed highly magnified view of the living organism were deeirod, 
the Petri dish lid could be taken off, placed upside dorm under the 
- tO- 
microscope with a cover slip on the drop. This enabled examination 
under the high power of the microscope (oil immersion) to be undertaken. 
Timing of the cell division from any starting point could easily be 
carried out. 
Graph I and the accompanying explanatory Table I illustrate the 
cell counts on successive days in five experiments with hanging drops. 
It will be seen that in two of the drops, the single cell present 
had divided within 24 hours of the start of the observations. In two 
other drops, a proportion of the cells had divided mithin this time, 
but more than half remained undivided. In only one drop (perhaps from 
an older culture) was there no division until after 48 hours. 
A further division had occurred within 48 hours in all the drops 
whore a first division had already taken place. 
Graph I illustrates the increase in cell numbers in each drop ovor 
five days. The theoretical curves (dotted) show division of every cell 
in 24 hours over this period. Comparison with the experimental curves 
shows that two of them are very close to this; all others, in which the 
numbers boing observed viere more than one or much more than one, fall 
somewhat short of daily doubling. It may be assumed that those cello 
were out of phase with each other. On the viholo, these observations also 
show a cell division every 24 hours at 25°C, at least in Satby medium. 
The data on mitosis indicate that this part of the cell cycle would 
be relatively short (see below, (iii) ). 
It is notable also that the doubling every 24 hours occurred only 
in the S`atby medium (rith acetate) and not in the beef extract medium 
without acetate. 
TABLE I- Cell Cycle in . lena Rracil. is Control Material 
Time Drop 1 
Coll Number 
Beef Modium 
Drop 2 
Cell Number 
Drop 3 
Cell Number 
Satby Medium 
Drop 1 Drop 2 
Coll Number Cell Number 
Day 1 40 8 16 1 1 
Day 2 50 11 16 2 2 
Day 3 90 20 22 4 4 
Day 4 134 30 32 7 8 
Day 5 Many Ltany 42 12 15 
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(iii) Mitotic Time 
Two cells werd watched through mitosis under the iuriersion lens. 
In the first case, flagella were cast off, and within ten minutes 
the gullet had divided. This stage appeared to coincide with metaphase. 
Timings were as follows: - 
Metaphase - 4.55 p. m. 
Anaphase - 5.30 - 6.00 p. m. 
Tolophase - 6.07 - 6.30 p. m. 
Cytokinesia -" 6.15 - 6.55 p. m- 
Swiumaing began - 6.50 p. m. 
In the second example, the casting off of flagella was missed; 
timing observed wwero: - 
Metaphase - 1.35 p. m. 
Te1tphase - 3.00 p. m. 
Cytokinesis - 3.00 - 3.30 p. m. 
It was not possible to time prophase, which may have occupied 
perhaps an hour at least prior to the casting-off of flagella. A 
mitotic time of 2-3 hours is therefore indicated 
(cf. Loodale, 1957). 
B. Effeot© of Irradiation 
(i) Methods Used for Irradiation Studies 
For irradiation of E= fracilia and Euc1 ena mutabilis the 
material was first grown on agar plates for two woeks. 
On the day of 
irradiation they were inooulated"into 600 ml of liquid culture medium 
contained in a 1000 ml flask. The meditun is usually Satby 
but one 
-- L4- 
experiment was carried out using 0.25 beef extract only. The newly 
inoculated suspension was shaken very well so that the cells were 
distributed uniformly throughout the medium. Then from this stock 
suspension of cells, an equal volume, 5 ml, was added to each of a 
number of sterilized ilacartnoy bottles. These Macartney bottles were 
firmly screwed down under sterile conditions. There was a reasonable 
volume of air - about 20 ml above the cell suspension in each bottle. 
The following doses were givon to Euplena gracilis; a similar range 
waa given to E. mutabilias- 
4Kr 81Cr 15Kr 251Cr 301Cr 40Kr 
501Cr 551Crr 65Kr 70Xr 801Cr 120Kr 
250Kr 280ICr 350Kr 
Gamma radiation from a 60CO source was employed. 
The control bottles, sot up in the same way, were carried to the 
site of the irradiation but not placed in the irradiation chamber. 
The irradiated cells and the controls were then inoculated in one 
of the following ways, after shaking the Iacartney bottles very well. 
1) Pour plates-were made by adding an equal amount of suspension 
of cells to a standard volume of liquid agar in each potri dish Mixing 
well by tilting. The temperature at which this can be done is obtained 
just before the agar solidifies - and is about 35°C. 
2) The known volumes of the well shaken cell suspensions wore 
added to a sot of sterile Macartney bottles with additional culture 
solutiön in standard amounts. 
3) Known volumes of well shaken coil suspension worn poured on 
- the 
*surface of agar plates and uniformly spread by tilting. 
-ice= 
4) Hanging drops of the irradiated suspensions were made as 
for the controls (gee pp CI). 
The inoculated materials, both irradiated and controls, were 
normally placed in growth chambers maintained at 25°C 
± 1t (on one 
occasion only at 20 °C 
± 1) with an alternating cycle of 18 hours light 
and 6 hours darkness in each 24 hours. 
Initial examination was carried out on the same day under sterile 
conditions to test for loss of motility. 
Ininediato examination of the pour platen showed that the cells 
were lying singly. 
Colonies were counted at daily intervals for seven to fourteen 
days. 
The first experiments were with Eunlona_ mutabilia but when this 
was found to be an unsuitable species (see pp 35) all further work was 
with Eur1ena gracilia. 
(ii) Delay in First ; -'itotic Divicion and 
Colony Formation 
Irradiation produced delay in the occurrence of the first mitotio 
division. This was studied by cytological examination of successive 
fixations; and also by examining pour plates under the dissecting 
microscope. In thesol the time of the first call cleavage, the times 
when colonies were first visible under the dissecting microscope and 
when they were first visible to the naked eyes, were recorded. 
Fron cytological examination of culturoc in liquid media, it was 
found (Table 2) that, at all doses up to 50Kr, the first post-irradiation 
mitotic d. ivieion takes place after 24 hours an in the control. 
From 
5 5Cr to 1201-3? there was a marked delay, the first division taking place 
-'6-- 
TABLE 2- Mitotic Delay Cytologically Observed Following 
Irradiation Euglena racilis. 
Dose Time of occurrence of first division after 
irradiation in liquid Satby medium 
Control 2nd day (24 hours after treatment) 
41(r 
8'ýCr n 
15LCr 11 
25Kr 
30Kr 
40Kr 
50Kr 
5571Cr 4th day (72 hours after treatment) 
65Kr " 
70:. r it 
120Kr " 
350Kr 
0 
-1-4- - 
after 72 hours. Although divisions occurred in cultures given 30 to 
50Er at 24 hours, the percentage of cells in division was much lower 
than at 27, r or in the controls. Table 3 illustrates the observations 
made with the dissecting microscope, on the pour plates. Almost all 
cells have become doubled on the second day, from control up to 301: r 
in beef extract and up to 401Cr in Satby medium (vrith acetate). Delay 
in the occurrence of the first mitosis is indicated at the dose of 
40XCr in beef extract and 501Cr in, Satby. 
Delay is always less in Satby than in beef extract, in respect of 
both mitosis and colony formation. On the fifth day, to judge by the 
large sizes of some cells, there were abortive attempts at nuclear 
division at 801Cr and 120Kr in Satby and at 651Cr, 70ICr and 801Cr in beef 
extract. 
Under the dissecting microscope from. control up to 3,, C in beef 
extract, colonios were visible (Table 3) on the third day. Delay was 
shown by their first appearance on the fourth day at 4OICr in b©of 
extract and 50fir in Satby; " the same difforencos in delay, between beef 
extract and Satby were shown at all higher doses. 
On the fourth day, colonios were first visible to the naked eyes 
from control up to 25Cr in beef extract and up to 30Kr in Satby. Delay 
appeared at higher dozes and was less in Satby as in previous cases. 
If we carefully examine the above data we can classify them into 
three groups: - 
Group 10-2! 3l: r 
No division delay; cell cleavage and colony formation 
as control. 
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Group 'II 30 -- 501Cr 
Some delay in mitosis, cell cleavage and colony formation. 
Group III 5%r and over 
Marked delay in nuclear division (72 hours) and delay in 
formation of colonies, of which only very few are formed at 
55'Kr and above. 
Very noticeable, as in the control, is the effect of the medium. 
In Satby'a sodium with acetate there is less mitotic delay, loss delay 
in colony growth, and bettor growth at higher dodos. 
(iii) Colony Count Data and Survival Curves, 31ena L racilia 
The dose response curvo of ialena acilia was plotted by scoring 
the number of colonies that had developed in the pour plate3 made fror 
control and irradiated material. Colonies of control and doses up to 
4OKr were visible to the naked eyes and could be counted at the and of 
the first week. Not till the third week, were colony counts possible at 
the higher doses from 501(r upwards, while the counts for lower doses 
remained unchanged. Cells which had divided once or a few times, and 
subsequently died out, as evident under the dissecting microscope, were 
not counted. Only cells which had divided many times and formed Green 
colonies were considered as surviving cells. 
The counts obtained from the standard inocula are given in ¶abloo 
4,5 and 6. The survival curves (Graph 2) have boon drawn from these 
data-rendor©d as percentages of the estimated numbers in the standard 
inocula. 
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TABLE 6- Eurlena graeilic. Colony Counts Satby Medium - 
Temperature 200C 
Dose Number of drops Number of cells 
Number of cells 
on the plate on 1st week on 2nd week 
Control 1 69 74 
4Kr 1 70 74 
15 Kr 1 62 62 
30 Kr 1 12 12 
65 Kr 
-23- 
Graph 2: Survival Curves. Eurlena gracilis. 
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The survival curves (Graph 2) thus produced are of a multihit 
nature. Examination of the curves, which are based entirely on data 
from the pour plates, in Satby medium at 25°C9 shows that there is 
almost a 1001j'o' survival up to 151Cr, 50% survival at 351Cr, 10% at 451Cr, 
1% at 501Cr and 0,1% at 5 Z,.. r. 
In Satby medium at a lower temperature (20°C) survival is xot no 
good, the shouldor again beginning to appear at 151Cr, but falling more 
rapidly than at 25°C. In beef extract the survival curve at 250 0 in not 
as good an in Satby rhodium at that temperature but is bettor than Satby 
at the lower temperature, 
Tho survival curve as determined on pour plates may be thought of 
as an underestimate, due to the loss of some cells perhaps less tolerant 
to the high temperature of 35°C. Also, some investigators might have 
included small colonies which died after Levi cell divisions. Even on 
the pour plates, the occasional colony eventually appeared at doses up 
to 1207, r. The dose-tolerance of Eu lena AF*racilia seems to be higher in 
liquid culture media, from which living cells could be isolated up to 
250Tdr, than on the pour plates. However, estimation of the number of 
cells surviving in liquid cultures was not practicable. 
When after five weeks cells ;. n the control and all doses from 0;. r 
to 120Xr were reinoculated on agar or in liquid media, the irradiated 
material grew quite well and after a second inoculation, the irradiated 
material Grey as well as the control, indicating that there had been some 
survival, however emallp at doses up to 120Kr. 
Discussion 
From Table 7 6u=arising come reported dose-tolerances of algae 
from the literature, it can be coon that Eurlena graciia is more recißtant 
_ 2,5. - 
.4 
TABLE - Dose-response of Various Algae and Other Unicellular organisms 
Organism Author Reported Survival Radiation 
used 
Astasia longa Schoenborn, 1953 55% to 58, öß at 2OKr X-rays 
Prorocentrum Dodge and Godward, 50 at 2Kr X-rays 
micans 1963 
Chlorella Posner and Sparrow, 
pyrenoidosa 1964 50% at 10Kr 
Emersion strain 
Ch1 orella Posner, 1965 50% at 7Kr (without 
n 
pyrenoidosa CO2 suppl ent in 
the culture) 
Chlamydomonas Posner and Sparrow, 
rointhardii 1964 50% at GKr 
(Dangoards +) 
Chlamydomonas Jacobson, 1962 5V, * at 4.5Kr 
reinhardii 
Ch1 orella Kunz, 1972 50% at 5Kr 
sorokiniane 90% at 10Kr 
Cosh um botrytio Sorajuddin 1967 50`%) at 7Kr Y-rays 
Costerium Haward and Cowie 50%o at 18Kr 
monil"iferum 5% at 30Kr 
Eug . ena gracilis Present work 50o% at 
351Cr in Satby 
medium at 25°C Y-rays 
- 26- 
,-t 
than any of these; it is nearly twice as resistant (50% survival at 
35Kr) as the related Astasia lonrra which is second on this list (55% 
at 201{r) E`uglena mutabilis, to be reported on later (see pp 4 0) is not 
however as resistant as Eu. T lena gracilis. 
The wide shoulder characteristic of the Eu lens gracilis curve, 
which appears in the two media and at two temperatures, may be due to 
one of the following factors: - 
1) The repair capacities of the cell. 
2) The large number and small size of the chromosomes. 
3) Polyploidy. 
4) Repetition of genes. 
5) Absence of centromeres. 
This subject will be taken up again later (ppu;,, uq ). 
It is noticeable that the presence of acetate in the medium increases 
survival, and a lowered temperature reduces it, but only within limits. 
Jacobson (1962) has shown that there is enhanced respiration in the 
presence of acetate, and that the uptake of acetate by Chlamydomonas 
reinhardii is not affected by X-radiation up to 10Kr. It therefore seems 
possible that increased respiration might promote the recovery process 
in Euglena, as also would the higher temperature of 25°Co and this would 
provide some explanation on the differences between the survival curvcs 
With and without acetate at 20 and 15°C. 
The additional report by Posner (Posner, 1965) that Chiorolla 
survived better without CO2 enhancement in continuous light, might also 
point to the greater importance of respiration to the recovery proc©so, 
as compared with photosynthesis. 
7ý- 
(iv) Morphological Observations on Irradiated Materials 
of Euglena Rracilis 
It was noticeable under the dissecting microscope that the first 
reaction of the EuRlena cell to radiation was to throw off the flagella. 
Many flagella could be seen floating on the surface of the medium. 
Swimming was resumed again sufficiently for cells to be visible in 
suspension on the third day after. the irradiation, at the low doses of 
8,15 and 25Kr; on the fifth and sixth days at 30Kr; on the twelfth 
day at 40-55Kr, on the thirteenth day at 65 and 
80Kr, and not ai'all 
within the two-week period at 120 and 25OKr. 
However, under the high power. microscope it could be observed that 
many of the cells could swim in tho thin layer of medium on the agar of 
the petri dish, immediately after the irradiation, at 
80 and 120Kr. Only 
at 250Kr was no movement detected, and even at this doso a few coils 
resumed swimming after two days but became motionless again after a 
further day or two. 
The colony size and shape were also affected by radiation. In the 
control, size and shape'of colonies on agar were uniform; but in the 
irradiated material both sizes and shapes varied, indicating differences 
in gorwth rates between colonies and cells within a colony. Similar 
observations were made on Chlamydomonas by Jacobson (Jacobson, 1962). 
Giant cells which appeared at doses of 65,7OKr, continuing to appear 
from the sixth day at these doses, were the only cells present on the 
eleventh day at 25OKr on the agar cultures. 
_2$ - 
III. GROiVTH STUDIES IN CONTROL AID 
_IRRADIATED 
MATERIAL OF EUGLENA MUTABILIS 
C) Growth Control 
(i) Cell-Cycle Time Determined from Hanging Drop Cultures 
Hanging drop cultures of Euglena mutabilis were made and observed 
in the same way as for Euglena gracilis. The same two media, Satby 
(with 
acetate) and beef extract (without acetate) were employed. The cell 
counts are summarised in Tables 8p 9 and 10 and in Graphs. 3 and 4. They 
are tabulated in groups ap b and op each group of drops being prepared 
and observed on different dates, since at least a week, or nealy two 
weeks, were required for observation of one group of drops. Drops in 
group a) of both media, were counted in the same week; similarly for 
group 
Y. Data for Tables 8 and 9 are on Graphs 3, these from Table 10 
on Graph 4. In the Tables, each drop is separately represented. 
A preliminary glance at the results, shows that the groups a, b and 
c which were counted during different weeks, do show some differences. 
The differences between one week or another or one medium or another, 
do not amount to more than indicating the completion of the first 
division by day 2 or day 3. These differences may in addition be related 
to the starting number of cello in the drops, when the graphs are 
examined, it is seen that there is a reasonable degree of consistency 
between them. ' 
Generally speaking, there is a time interval of one or two days, 
after which the cells are seen to have divided, and continue to divide, 
at apprdximately daily intervals. Graphs 3, group a) and 4 group a), show 
cells dividing every day for the first five days. 
In Graph 3, group c) 
" there 
. is an initial lag of one day; the rate of division 
is olightly 
slower in Graph 4, group b) and Graph 3, group b). 
- 2G' - 
TABLE 8- Euglena mutabilis: No. of cells counted at daily intervals 
in hanging drop cultures. Satby medium 25°C. 
Group a) 
Drop 1 Drop 2, 
Cell Number Cell Number 
Day 1' 11 
Day 222 
Day 344 
Day 478 
Day 5 12 15 
Group o) 
Drop 1 
Cell Number 
Drop 2 
Cell Number 
Drop 3 
Cell Number 
Day 1 13 17 12 
Day 2 13 17 12 
Day 3 25 23 18 
Day 4 35 36 28 
Day 5 49 48 34 
Day 6 89 48 57 
Day 7 102 54 
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Graph 3s Eui1ena mutabilis. Numbers of cells counted at daily 
intervals in twelve hanging drop cultures. Satby medium. 
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TABLE 10 - Euglena mutabilie: Cell-cycle time in haz ing drop cultures. 
Beef extract 250 C. 
Group a) 
Drop 1 Drop 2 Drop 3 
Cell Number -Cell Number Cell Number 
Day 1 8 16 40 , 
Day 2 11 16 50 
Day 3 20 22 90 
Day 4 30 32 134 
Day 5 Mazy 42 Many 
Day 6 
Day 7 
Day 8 70 
Day 9 80 
Group b) 
Drop 1 
Ce11 Number 
Drop 2 
Cell Number 
Drop 3 
Cell Number 
Drop 4 
Coll Number 
Drop 5 
Coll Number 
Day 1 1 1 2 3 3 
Day 2 1 1 2 3 3 
Day 3 
Day 4 
Day 5 4 4 8 12 18 
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Graph 4: Bug] ena- mu 
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cultures. Beef ext. 25 C. 
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The conclusion which can be reached from these results is that 
the cell cycle time is approximately 24 hours in hanging drop cultures 
in Euglena mutabilis, as in Euglena gracilis. 
-3 s- 
D) 'Effects of Irradiation in Euglena mutabilis 
(i) Attempts to obtain survival curve 
An attempt was made to score cell numbers on agar plates, carrying 
known volumes (0.1 ml) of cell suspension irradiated with different 
doses. However, the difference between replicate plates was considerable, 
dueat least iri part to the influence of cell grouping on promotion of 
nuclear division in Eu lena mutabitis. Cells isolated too far from othor 
cells would not divide; those nearer other cells or in close proximity 
would divide proportionally more frequently. This characteristic of 
Eu iAna mutabilis made establishment of the surviving fraction impossible 
or nearly impossible, and the establishment of clonal cultures out of the 
question. 
It was therefore not possible to use Lug; 1ena mutabilis to obtain a 
survival curve. 
(ii) Miorpholorrical observations on irradiated material 
Following irradiation, examination of agar plates on which one ml 
of cell suspension in culture solution had been poured, was carried out 
daily. 
When living material was examined under the dissecting microccope, 
about a wook after irradiation, the main differences between control and 
irradiated cells were found to lie in the cell size and shape (external 
morphology). In the controls, most of the cells were spindle-shaped or 
cylindrical (Fig. la). In the irradiated cello there were in addition 
various abnormalities. Some were oblong, rounded cells 
(Fig. lb). 
Others were variously joined to one another, the number of cells conoornod 
.., -36. - 
Fig. 1t Diagrams of l orma1)cell type formed following irradiation 
of Euglena mutabilis (see page 35). 
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varying from two to eight (Fig. lc, d, e, g, h, i). Some were joined 
along their whole length with only the anterior end free (Fig. li). 
Others were joined at the ends only (Fig. lc, d, e). This joined state 
was especially noticed at the doses of 20,50 and 100Kr. At 100Tr the 
greatest amount of variation was observed. When only the anterior ends 
of joined cells were free, the group looked like a ball with projecting 
heads (Fig. 1 i). The sizes of cells which were joined were not uniform. 
Some were about four to six times the normal, but these conglomerates of 
cells moved actively by amoeboid movement most of the time. They seemed 
to be more active than the normal cells. 
The number of eyespots also varied. At the dose of 100ICr there 
were from one to five present in large cell masses. In some irradiated 
cells eyespots became enlarged. 
At the end of the second week the cells at 20ICr had organised 
themselves into groups with green cells at the centre, then pale brownish 
cells, and colourless cells at the periphery. At the end of a month it 
was found that the colonies at 20 and 50Kr consisted of patches of green 
and big light broom cells with 2-5 prominent gullets, (Fig. 1 J). 
The first reinoculations of the irradiated material to fresh agar 
plates were carried out after one month. The same kinds of abnormalities 
described already for irradiated material were seen again. Particularly 
prominent were the colourless cells which worked their way out from tho 
others and formed separate actively growing colonies. Largo mixed 
colonies tended to have green cells in the centre; then a zone of 
brownish cells, of the colour assumed often by Eu Lena when in a sluggish 
inactive condition, and at the margin a zone of white cells. Whether 
this zonation represents the differing rates of movement of the-cell-types 
cannot be more than a matter of speculation. 
-38- 
The overall observations with the dissecting microscope of cell 
behaviour and cell-types observed in cell suspensions on agar plates 
are summarised in Table 11. 
The effects of dose are clearly seen, in the delay of resumption 
of swimming at the higher doses, the postponement of active growth, the 
appreance of giant cells, brownish cells and colourless calls. 
Examination of the cell suspensions in Macartney bottles showed 
swimming, continuing in control, at doses of 1 and Zr on the first day, 
but at 20 to 300Kr the cells were settled at the bottom of the bottles. 
On the second day swimming began at 201Cr and on the third day at 
50Kr. On the eighth day svrimming began at higher doses up to 1001Cr. 
Very few however were motile at 100I{r. These observations are consistent 
with the formation of flagella at the time of cell division which would 
have been delayed by the irradiation. On the tenth day a few cells were 
still in suspension at 1501Kr. No movement and no cells in suspension 
were found at 300Kr after two weeks, although the cells remaining on the 
bottom wore still green. After a further month at these high doses the 
cells mostly became colourless but in a few instances had remained green, 
divided without being able to separate and formed ball- like masses. 
Changes in plastid colour in cells at different doses under the 
visible light microscope shows that plastid mutations are very frequent. 
Commonest is the bleached plastid, general at high doses, present down 
to 1Kr. Next comes the pale green plastid, present from 1 to 2001Cr, 
commonest in middle dose range. 
Other states, such as fewer than normal number of plastids, small 
plastids, total absence of plastids, occur only very rarely at doses from 
1 to 30CfiKr. 
-q- 
TABLE 11 - Effects of irradiation on Euglena mutabilis. (Satby medium) 
Dose 
Observations Control 10Kr 20; Cr 50Kr 100Kr 200Kr 30CKr 
Cells swimming lot day lot day Ist day 
Cell contracting 
and relaxing lot day 
Some cells still 
moving lot day lot day Ist day 
Cells actively 
growing - 
approximately 6th day 6th day 6th day 7th day 
normally 
Cells unable to 
separate 6th day 6th day 6th day 
Cells growing 
only slowly 7th day 
Cells alive but 
not dividing 7th day 7th day 
Giant cells 
appear 7th day 
Colourless cells 
appear 8th day 8th day 8th day 8th day 8th day 
Cells all 
colourless 9th day 9th day 
Large brownish- 
brown n cells 
appear 10th day 
Cells motionless 3rd day 3rd day 3rd day 
ý. 
Study with the visible light microscope, of the cells stained to 
show nuclei, indicates that nuclear abnormalities are frequent in the 
irradiated material. Abnormalities may also occur in the controls, for 
example, segregation of two nuclei to one daughter cell while the other 
receives none. In the irradiated cells, daughter nuclei are often of 
different sizes, one being abnormally large, the other abnormally small. 
Abnormally large nuclei are common at 50-300Kr, and can be found from lXr 
upwards. Binucleate cells are common from 1Kr to 100Kr. Cello with 3-5 
nuclei are found from 1 to 20Kr. Cells with abnormally emall nuclei 
occur at 20 and 50ICr, and with no nuclei, from 1 to 200Kr. These 
observations point to fragmentation of chromosomes and unequal. partition 
to daughter nuclei, and/or disorganisation of the mitotic mechanism.. ¶hoy 
are peculiar to EuElena rrutabilis; such phenomena though not totally 
absent, are rare in Euglena racil3. s. 
-4'-- 
IV. DIFFERENCES BL'TVJE T EUGLENA GRACILIS STD EUGLENA MUTABILIa. 
In Eulena mutabilis both the flagella are rudimentary whereas in 
Eu alena gracilis one is rudimentary while the other one is projecting. 
There is a tendency towards growth of big brownish cells in old cultures, 
though very few in number, in control material of both species. Perhaps 
the main difference between the two species lies in the relative ease of 
formation of clone cultures. Clena gracilis can form beautiful clonal 
cultures in and on agar, whereas Euglena mutabilis fails to do so. Single 
cells of Euglena mutabilis were followed for about a month on agar platen. 
They remained active, contracting and relaxing for about a week, then 
slowed down, became inactive, finally enlarging, flattening and 
degenerating. By contrast, cells of Eu lena gr, 
`acilis 
can be mixed with 
partly melted agar and poured with it into a potri dish, where each cell 
will develop into a colony; as it also will if coil suspension is poured 
on to the agar surface. Other differences lie in responeo to radiation. 
Euglena *racilis generally. produced more normal calls after roinoculation 
of irradiated cultures than Eu a mutabilis. Living cells with groen 
plastids can eventually be isolated fron Eu Lena kracilis following a dose 
of 250Kr. However, from EuClena mutabilis living cells were not isolated 
at doses higher than 150Kr. At this dose cells were colourless with 
bleached plastids. Cells with pale green or colourless plastids were 
commonly found at lower doses in Euglena mutabilis, but such plastid 
mutants were not found at all in Eu. Tlena aracilis. 
In "E. i__; 
___1ena 
inutabilis the occurrence of binucleate cells in the control 
material is more frequent than in Eu 1ena zcracilis, and occasionally the 
number of nuclei may be more than two. Eurlena mutabilia stains easily 
with the Feulgen stain following the usual hydrolysis with IT, HCl at 600C, 
-42- 
whereas for E'uglena --racilis special methods of hydrolysis have to be 
used. In plena mutabilis grossly abnormal cells, partly joined, 
sometimes mere conglomerates with projecting heads, were formed. Such 
gross nuclear abnormalities, and even failure of cells to separate, 
found in irradiated Euglena mutabilis were absent from E Mlena ý racilis. 
All the observations, on dose-tolerance, occurrence of mutants, and 
cytological abnormalities, point to the greater resistance to radiation 
of E. gracilis. 
- 43- 
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PART 2- STUDIES WITH THE VISUAL LIGHT- AND ELECTRON MICROSCOPES 
V. VISUAL LIGHT MICROSCOPY (EUGLENA GRACILIS ONLY) 
Introduction 
The first detailed description of the cytology of Euglena jracilis 
is that of Leedale (Leedale, 1957). In this, the outstanding features of 
mitosis are pointed out, namely the asynchrony of chromatid separation at 
anaphase, the open question of the mode of chromatid separation since 
centromeres were not observed, and the partition of the endosomo. With 
the electron microscope, he has also shown the persistence of the nuclear 
membrane and confirmed the absence of recognisable kinetochores. 
There are still many questions unanswered. When are the chromosomes 
divided into chromatids and when do the chromatids separate? What is the 
significance of the changes in chromosome morphology seen in interphase 
and prophase? Is there a precise relationship of any kind between spindle 
fibres and chromatids? What is the effect of radiation on chromosome 
morphology and on mitosis? Would the nature of radiation-produced 
aberrations confirm the absence of centromeres? The following is an 
attempt to produce more information about the cytology of Euglena pracilis 
in the hope of throwing light on some of these questions. 
E. Control Material 
(i) Methods 
J 
From 24 to 72 hours after irradiation (see Table 2), cells of 
Euglena gracilis were taken into a centrifuge tube and centrifuged at two 
hundred revolutions per minute for five minutes. The supernatant culturo 
medium was then removed and the cells fixed with 3: 1 (3 parts 95iß alcohol 
to 1 part of glacial acetic acid), for thirty minutes, centrifuged again 
- 44- 
in 3s1l and for a third time with a few drops of concentrated ferric 
acetate added to the 3: 1. The cells Nvere left in this for fifteen 
minutes, then the ferric acetate mixture was replaced by 3: 1 only, and 
again centrifuged. One drop of cells from the concentrated suspension 
was placed on the slide, which had been smeared with egg aLbumen. A 
few drops of acetocarmine were added, and the cells covered with a 
coverslip. The preparation was then heated to boiling, blotted, and 
examined. under the microscope. The photographs produced were taken at 
two magnifications, Fig. 2.3,300 . Fig. 3.1&, 300 
(ii) Mitosis in the Control UUatorial, 
_Ew*lena gracilis 
Anaphase; It may seem strange to begin a description of mitosis 
with anaphase, but the fact is that in Euglena the chromosomal material 
is seen in its least complicated form at this stage. The chromatids are 
uniformly stained from end to end, and appear as simple darkly stained 
rods (Fig. 4a, bq c). "The"aotual passage from metaphase to anaphase will 
not be mentioned here but later (pp 4gg). At the end of anaphase the 
chromatids are grouped around the ends of the endosome, which still 
extends from pole to pole, and projects slightly beyond each anaphase 
chromatid group (Fig. 4a). 
Telophase: The cell at telophase is at its broadest; it no longer 
has an elongated form, but at most is oval. One and remains pointed. 
Telophaso may be defined as that stage in which the two daughter chromatid 
groups are lying transversely opposite each other in the cell; the 
endosome is now partitioned between them no that they are ooparately 
provided with an endocome, but there is no sign of cytoplasmic cleavage. 
-- 4 ý-- 
At first the telophase chromatids are elongated and not straight; 
each rod is sharply bent into a V-shape (Fig. 5). Later as the 
chromatid extends, more than once (Fig. 6, arrow). Successive stages 
of telophase (Stages 1, Fig. 5; 2, Fig. 6) show the increasing elongation, 
more complex bending or folding, and finally contraction and denser 
staining of the chromatids. 
Microdensitometer readings (see pp 32) show that the minimum 
amount of DNA in each nucleus is, present at this stage. ' 
Cytokinesis: Cytoplasmic cleavage begins at the anterior end by 
the development of a split, which gradually proceeds through the cell as 
described by Leedale (Leedale, 1957) and Fig. 7. As cleavage progrosses, 
the chromosomes undergo gradual further change. They appear more 
numerous but shorter; and also thicker and more deeply staining (with 
acetocarmine, Fig. 8). Finally, the young nucleus becomos more 
consolidated, it is less easy to flatten, and apparently short thick 
"chromosomes" are closely packed around the endosome (Fig. 9). This 
stage has been reached. when cleavage is threequarters completed. 
Interphase: Interpbase appears to be a long drawn out stage during 
which further changes occur. A nucleus chosen at random may be in any 
of these stages, so that confusion about the appearance of interphase 
nuclei in Euglena can easily result. 
Once again the chromosomes elongate, while unstained gaps begin to 
appear in them (Fig. 10). Reference back to the late anaphaso and 
telophase photographs already referred to will show that unstained gaps 
were beginning to appear even them. Figs. 11,12 and 13 indicat© 
further developing unstained gaps. Well spread chromosomes (Fig. 13 and 
15, arrows) now have the appearance of a linear array of short stained 
-746- 
blocks. At this time the Fig. 10 and 14 and others (Fig. 12 and 16) 
seem to show that the nuclei contain differing amounts of chromatin. 
The preparations were initially obtained with the acetocarmine methods. 
An attempt was made to quantify roughly the amount of chromatin present 
by counting up stained blocks (longer ones described as "rods"p shorter 
ones as "dots") in these acotocarmine preparations. In Fig. 13,13 rods 
200 dots, in Fig. 14,13 rods 304 dots, in Fig. 16,17 rods 425 dots, 
were estimated. A second method used was that of measuring the lengths 
of the dots and rods, to arrive at a totäl length measurement. In Fig. 
10 the length was 1071, in Fig. 14 it was 2326. In both figures, the 
rod vd dth was 4. These measurements, in arbitrary units, approximate 
as they are, indicate a doubling of chromatin during interphaso. They 
also imply that chromatids are completely separated at the end of interphaso. 
MSicrodensitometer measurements are also available for Foulgon preparations 
'(see p 92 ) and these harmonise with the above conclusions. 
A further observation can be made on some of tho interphaso nuclei 
which appear to have the doubled amount of chromatin. There is a clear 
indication that some of the "chromosomes" if they can be called such, are 
in pairs (Fig. 16, arrows). This also indicates that they should properly 
be regarded as chromatids. The complete doubling of chromasomal matorial 
appears to correspond to the end of the rod-and-clot stage of interphaso. 
In the final stages of interphase rig. 17 or earliest of prophaso 
(Fig. 18), the nuclei with the doubled amount of chromatin now show again 
a fusion. of the "clots", a gradual disappearance of unstained gaps, and a 
progression towards the appearance of elongated continuously stained 
chromatids (Figs. 17,18 and 15, with 11 rods, 415 dote). Finally, all 
trace of gaps is lost and the chromatids are once again long, thin and 
tangled, as full prophase is reached. 
-47-- 
At prophase, the chromatids are long, irregularly contorted with 
an occasional "beaded" spot, which may be in part due to focussing 
through the length of the thread, Fig. 19. At late prophase, the cell 
has become broad, and all chromatids are thin evenly-stained rods which 
progressively become straightened (Fig. 20). It can be seen that they 
are also becoming V-shaped by adopting a central bend.. The doubled 
number can be counted here (cf. pp iii) so that those are undoubtedly 
chromatids. They could have been, in pairs, separated by'pressure in 
making the preparation (see overlay to Fig. 20). At premetaphase, the 
chromatids can be seen to be in pairs in favourable preparations (Fig. 21 
a, b, op three focal levels of the same nucleus), Gradually they begin 
to arrange themselves on the equator of the approaching mnotaphaso (Figs. 
22 and 23). .! any of them are bent or curved shaped. 
Metaphase: Definite stages in the development of motaphase can be 
distinguished. In Stage 1 (Fig. 24), in what is probably early metaphase, 
the chromatids are aligned on an approximate equatorial plane and are 
parallel to the endosome. In Stage 2, they have become closely compacted 
around the middle of the endosome and the close crowding does not permit 
observation of details *(Fig. 25). In Stage 3, a favourable preparation 
(Fig. 26) allows observation of the shape and altitude of the chromatids. 
They are V-shap©d, with the points of the V on the equator. They aro in 
two ranks, an upper rank with the open arms of tho V pointing to the 
upper pole, and a lower rank with the open arcs directod to the lower polo. 
It has to be assumed that chromatids of the upper rank aro the sister- 
chromatids of those in the lower rank. Additional photo3rapho of 
metaphases, Fig. 27a and b*talso show V-shaped chromatids with the V 
directed to the equatorial plano$ and also others in intormodiate attitudoc 
qg. 
(see overlays). In Stage 4, the chromatids are more loosely arranged 
and the two ranks across the equatorial plane are clearly defined 
(Fig. 28 a and b, two focal levels). 
Xn polar view (Fig. 29a, b, c, two focal levels) pairs of 
chromatids (or chromatid arms) can sometimes (arrows) be seen side by 
aide. 
In early anaphase the chromatids are clearly beginning to move 
apart (Fig. 30) since the thickness of the region occup16d by theca is 
increasing, and the endosome projects less. Some chromatids have reached 
the poles (Figs. 31 and 32) and the asynchronous separation is in 
progress. Where two chromatids have progressed beyond the others they 
appear to be in line, as would be the case if they were sister chromatids. 
A later stage shows most chromatids apart and still arran. od in two 
ranks, now half vray to the poles (Fie. 33). Later, still, when most 
chromatids are at or near the poles, and already becoming compacted in 
preparation for telophase, individual chromatids are still soparatinc or 
lagging behind (Fig. 4aß b,. c). Further details of the shapes and 
positions of the anaphase and tolophase chromatids are given under 
Part III V, F (i), pp ý3 
(iii) Miicrodensitome ter studies 
Methods: The microdensitometer used was the Barr and Stroud model 
0115, used at range X 10 and magnification X 40. Before nach reading was 
finalised, 10 readings wore made and the reading which was most often 
repeated was accepted. 
The Euglena coils used had been subcultured under optimum conditions 
for mitosis twenty four hours earlier. 
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Fig. 4a, b, c- Eulena racilis: Three focal levels 
through late anaphase shoring some 
chromatids not yet at the pole. The 
endosome projects beyond chromatid 
groups in a (arrows). 
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Fig. 27d. 1 Overl, ny to figure 27a ecb showin T V-shapec? chromatin 
with the V direoted to the enuatorial niane, and also 
in'intermediate attitudes. 
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For estimation of the cdtotic cycle in L_u l Ana ; yracili. s, the 
nuclei were stained using the cold hydrolysis method (i'oa, i; G ý. i'he 
material was fixed in 
hydrolysed for an hou: 
with 3.5N 1101 ý it was 
a temperature of 30°C 
acetic--alcohol. solution ovcrni, -; ht and , lien 
r at 20°C in 511 IIC1. ',, 'hen hydrolysis vi c tried 
found to take as good stain. aa with 5N dCl. At 
tho staining vial faint. For an nl: noýýr; ý roason 
Eu. l ona aoilio q did not stain when 
1: ydroiys cd Lit 60°C with It,, )1C1 
whore as f, 1enanutabilis stained undert. iose con titioru. 
All the microc1ensitome ter readin r3 were carri cd out wi Ch ternpora; y 
preparationu on tho day the slide w us made. The rosuito arc (; ivuuri bola;;. 
Readiriti;: l of the same mu. clous mal; vy vasty as for example betest-on 
unites. 
Results: ReadinC$ were taken for the star es telol: li; wa, ]. utorphaý: c, 
prophase, and metaphase. In *,; u -Iona, it is difficult to cfe. Ci in , 
since the chromosomes have a very similar appearance 
(sub joc'l. to ccr do 
chý. n, r; es, described in the prec0(ling j, ra. "es, which are 1 rodres:; 
i vca and. 
gradual) f from the and 
öf taloph-.. - ,, e to the onset o1 
interphase and prophase have been estir+ated to(; ether. 
Inter hf. se -olu; i rop`l, 1.; e: 
The two histograms A and B (Fie. 34) z'epresont eco1.70s i: io on trio 
successive days, the frequencies are rejrosented alvný; 
the vortical . Xi". 
, and the xea. 
diný-"ý . 1onG 
the horizontal. FýxiS. 
In A, a sample of 100 cells, it can be ; ern that. Lb' are 
two jut'; 
one at 40-49 and the other at 90-99. 
In B, a sample of 1? 5 coils, there are 
similarly two peaks, one at 50-59 and the othor at 
80-8 ). If tho two soars 
of sebres are pooled, there is a peals at 
40-49 nearly oauallod at 50-59, 
and a second peak at 
80.89. It therefore, seems rcaoonab. Lo tu as: iuwo that 
-81- 
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DNA replication is complete at a score of 80-89. This would reprcoont 
cells all of which have their DIrA duplicated (i. e. are in G 2). 
The earlier peak, at 40-49, may be thought to ropro3ont cells in 
which tho DNA is not yet replicated. Cella scoring 60 to 7) are those 
in which replication is only partially completed. 
lietanhasb: 
The histogram C represents scores for rnetaphase. The peak is again 
at 90-99 vrith a near approach at 80- 89. This confirric that those scoi-cs 
represent the fully replicated DNA amount por cell, seen at the end of 
interphase-prophase. 
'1'elophase: 
Here the peak is at 30-39, with a noar approach at 40-49, tho non- 
replicated amount chr ract©ristic of the early intorp}u_tiou scores (C. 1) . 
When both telophse nuclei of one mitosis are scored, the joint 
scores are 70-7; and 60-89. This then provides further confirmation of 
the score values representin., 7, the sin,; le amount of unroplicated ll:, a 
(40-49) and the doubled amount after replication (50--8)). 
There is some variability here in that the of n, -, lo cmount can ran,, o 
from 30-59; the doubled a. niotult from 70-89. This could bo clue to 
experimental errors of the preparative proceciuree and tho iw trum. mt. 
-g 3_ 
F. (i) General Description of Litosis at Differont Doses 
The first effect as on all organisms is to bring about delay in 
mitosis. This is dealt with under Part 1, II. B, (ii) pp 15 . The 
cytological effects will be described under doses given. 
4 and a,, r: These were the lowest doses used. There was little 
g observable effect, possibly a slight increase of the "beadin" of 
chromosomes. Nuclear divisions were normally completed with no chromatids 
lost. 
15Kr: There was at this dose the first sign of the effects of 
irradiation in causing the nuclei to squash more easily and the 
chromosomes/chromatids to spread out. '; I'horo the control chi: romatida 
remained tan, -ied and confused, these irradiated ones are well di: iplayod. 
This would perhaps be due to an effect of irradiation on the poriplaut, 
causing it to hold together less well than normally; or to an effect on 
the microtubulos of the spindle. Very few microtubules were aeon in the 
irradiated nuclei (see pp., 2cG ). Interphaso 
(Fir. 35) later incorp11ana 
(Fig. 36) prophase (Fi`. 37) show little difference from normality. 
Survival at this dose (see P 2ý{) is 100ju. 
25Itr: The metaphase chromatids appear loss contracted than in the 
control, and have a boaded appearance. 
30Kr: Late interphase (Fig. 38) and propli. ao (Fig. 39) chromnticlr3 
are as the controls. A possible am hace(PiC. 40) m<<y havo well cprcad 
chromatids, many clearly V-shaped. 
40, ', r: Interpha$oa (Fits. 41 and 42) allow ctiromor3owocs predom. in. zn L1. y 
as strings of dots and rod$ as in tho control.. Evenly o tainod roils, ion, ; 
but not straight, appear at prophac3o as noriarilly 
(Fil.;. 43). At ulotaph--. oo 
the chromatids are as nonnal, althou, -h a +tiý V-c, ýu+. pocl cliru, n: ýtide aro cs,: (, n 
C/ 
displayed J. 'rom the plaice arro\') . Othorc nro aiBO 
V-ctih; '. }, ed 
_gq_ 
(arrow). Many of the V-shapes have the point of the V on the equator 
as in the controls (see pp 4 ). At anaphase for the firpt time ghat' 
may be a bridge is seen (Fi . 45) although this may moroly be the normal 
asynchronous separation of chromatids. At late telophaso, a glance 
shores that there has been unequal partition of chromosomes between the 
daughter nuclei (Fig. 46). Failure of cleava-o may reoult in a cell 
with four nuclei. The dose-tolerance curve (Graph 2, pp 23 ) at this 
dose of 40Kr has fallen to only, 30, ) survival. 
50Kr: At metaphase (Fig. 4() the V-shapod chrom tidy are separated, 
many of thern possibly paired, but are riot well orientated on the motaphas© 
plate or have boon easily pressed out of position. Survival at this 
dose is l; v. 
55: {r: In Fig. 409 prosuzn, ýd prcemotaphtso/mo taph:. too chromatids appear 
separate. Fig. 49, shows similar chromati(is with an abnormally clonßated 
endosome. In these instances V-shaped chro,; atids can bo cloarly coon 
(Fig. 49, arrow). In le g. 50, chromatid. arý; o can bo soon cloely together 
to give paired structuros. Cleavage may bo abnormal an(l unu ,. aal. 
Survival approx. matoly 'Olö. 
65itr: Interphaoe ciuromosomos may bo abnormally contractod although 
some unstained gaps are still viniDle (Fie. 51). A late prophase or pro- 
metaphase which is well spread in Pia. 52. It will be soon horn that 
almost every chromosome is V-shaped. iteJeronco, to the table of counts 
(Table 12) indicates that those V-shaped structures aro soparate 
chromatids. 
: etaphase is seen in Fig. 53 with throe chromatids off the plate. 
One looks like a rin,, another is urnrill and could bei a fragment, the 
remaining one could üo merely displaced. In tho ix-An mass of the 
-005- 
chromatids, arranged on the equator, numerous ý)air5 aro proeont : rnt 
these have bean indicated on the overlay. In the control material it 
would not be possible to obtain such a well-spread flattened preparation. 
It can be concluded that there is evidence here of pairs of chromatids 
lying side by side. Although uompletely : ieparatiod. So,: it, are pearl;; 
straight, some V-shaped. The estimated nui ber or ei,,:,; tit, y-four conl'irmn: 3 
that these are chromatids. Another motaphhaso is soon in K i. - 54. Hero 
the chrom ornes arc thick and the * component chromatids appear very clocio 
together; this can be well seen in soi: io of tho n uncrouc fraevientu which 
are off the metaphase plato 
(zr. rrow) as vie1i as in come of thof'o on the 
plate. This preparation is not much spread. It appears t11 Lt t}ýin coil 
is more severely derma od than the one shown in Fi(s. 53. Late r n, _r, }_z; o - 
telophase is shown in 55 which isa "sell spread prepa etion. 
V-shaped chromatids are seen z: t each pole. '; ghat may be a po: u i. l): l(, bri. eiý et 
or more likely two late separating chrornatids, are r, ocn botwoon tthou. 
These chromatids loot: very al i': e as would be the case if they vicro 
sisters. A few frk;; nents seen to remain at the equator. 
7OKr: At this dose long thin chromatids, a fow V-ohapoii. can be 
observed at anaphase (iFig. 56). Another anaphaso (11-ir, 57) has chrom;, tic? n 
apparently left at the equator as well as others v. thic}: have g. nc' to the: 
poles. The V-shapes appear but some soem smaller than normal. 
80iCr: Late prophase (Fig. 58) sho w: 3 non-oriont: cted Chrom ati. da 
each with a median bend, as if adopting the V-:: hapc which is ch. ractoris: tic 
of metaphase and anaphase. The beginnin,; of orientation of chvov, atida is 
se, 3n in Fig. 59. she corresponding lato ana, )h; iao iii i0i(% 60; thero iri 
little sign of abnormality. i+'ragmonts off tho metaphase pplato are soon 
in l'iý;. 61. It is still not possible to bo certain of biidrc fo r Liun. 
-g6-- 
120Kr: The interphase with very scattered small stained clots 
indicate how easily flattened the nucleus now is 62). Fit;. 63 
shows late prophase. The double count indicates that those are 
chromatids. V-shapes are occasionally seen. Some of those chrcrc<atids 
show signs of becoming double. This would be abnormal. 2. '. otapha ,o is 
well spread out and in places (arrows) are seen pairs of chromatids 
which have possibly just be"un to move apart (1"i(,. 6.1, arrc c) . At 
anaphase (Fig. 65) chromatids are completely sotLored and tho ro is no 
polar grouping. In t1ig. 66 polar Lvoupin:; has nceurrod but af ow 
chromatids remain at the equator. At this dose there is only occacioni. 1 
survival of a cell capable of colony forº,, a-cion on r: ý; ar plates; oven 
When many duplicates are employed. Some : 'ur v: Lval occurred in liquid 
cultures. 
350Kr: The cells Given this dose, viere follovie(i thi"ouuý; th : ýý1 o ucmt 
days. Attempts at nuclear division occurred. 
Highly abnorinal interphace nuclei (Figs. 67 and 68) s1LOVIecl pronounced 
"block structures" in which about 4 parallel chromatids, of short len, _; th 
in side view (Fig. 68, arrow) appeared enclosed in material holding thoiu 
together. At metaphase (Fig. 69) the block material is still sccn, on 
the plate; some chromatids have escaped from it. In another, poc, uiblo 
metaphase/anaphase nucleus (Fib;. 70) 9 thoro is loos of the block mater: i al; 
highly contracted chromatids are visible, possibly one or two V-shaped. 
All cells were abnormal, with the exception of one cell where s. norºnal- 
looking; metaphase was seen, possibly survivii ; wfdama& ed, }vavlz4, been in 
division at the time of irradiation. b'ra,, inents off the metaphase plate 
were seen in other nuclei. These stages wer© all fixed 7ý }ours after the 
irradiation. At this dose, there was no survival. 
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Fig. 69 - Eugena Gracilis : 350 Kr. Metaphase. Ends of endosome visible. 
Blocks of stainable material on metaphase plate. Some chromatids 
are outside the blocks and seen separating (arrow). 
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Fig. 70 - Eu; ena Gracilis s 350 Kr. Metaphase/Anaphase. Highly contrasted 
chromosomes. A few possible V-shapes. 
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(ii) Chromosome Counts in Irradiated 'cir4 cmnW ýr Xva Q ý« a 
Counts of some of the irradiated and three control nulcei have been 
attempted. Counts of mitotic control nuclei are difficult although one 
prophase count has been obtained, but the interphases are less difficult. 
It has already been emphasised that the irradiated mi LoVs are easily 
spread and thus more countable than the controls. 
The results are presented in Table 12, and Graph 5a and b. Craph 
5a Shows that premetaph.. se and p"c)phase counts plotted ..,,, einst dodo, 
gradually rise with dose, from 80 to 1.30. Tni: could indicate some der; roe 
of fragnentacion of chromosome, althou h even at 
8OKr counts of only 
ninety are still found. interphase 
(control) nwiibors are 36-4 0; rill, )j1L. r, o/ 
telophase (70-80, r) are 36 + 46,40 + 50,55 + 65, again indicatin- po:,, cibie 
fraernontation. Even ta}äno this into account, the numbers are 
characteristic of the state of mitosis reached 
(Graph 5), i. e. Vic doubled 
number is found from prophase to metaphase. 
-1 1q- 
TABLE 12 - Chromosome and chromatid counts in control and irradiated 
materials (Euý gracilis) 
Fig. Number Stage Dose Number of chrou osomes/ 
chromatids 
Fig. º_) Interphase Control 36 
± 
Negative I4o. 663 Interphase Control 40 - 
Fier. 2.0 Prophaso Control 92 - 
Fig. 316 Prophase 30Kr 103 
+ 
Negative No. 402 Prophase 65Kr 135 - 
Negative No. 247 Prophase 12OKr 130 
± few frarnonts 
Fig. G2 Late Prophase 65Kr 97 
Fit;. 63 Late Prophase 12OKr 110 
Negative No. 515 Premetanhase 30Y. r 103 - 
Fig. 4e Prernetaphase 55Kr 90 - 
Negative No. 422 Pretnetaphase 70ICr 95 - 
Fie. 5 Anaphase 70Kr 56 
* 54 a 110 
± 
Fib;. 6U Anaphase OOKr 55 + 65 
130 + 
Negative No. 298 Anaphase 8OKr 50 + 40 
100 ± 
Negative iTo. 355 Telonhase O9: r 36 + 46 
Ltiddle 10 
92 1 
- IIS-- 
Graph 5: 
a) Estimated chromosome numbers at prophase and 
pre! etaphase at a range of doses. 
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CONCLUSION 
Cytolor; ica1 examination of mitosis confirmed the 4a3yynchronou:; 
nature of the anaphase separation of chromatids previously reported 
(Leedale, 1957). Further, as yet unreported, observations showed 
that, beginning at late anaphaso, continui. ni throu(, h i. ntc: rrpha o to 
early prophase, there is a gradual development of unst<inoci, the. rcfom-e 
presunably (33econc en; cd, reL-ions in the 
c: ; Erin (F'ico. 7,11 and 12). At early propht. Se tl: o chr()1', 'ýtidt: aro 
bu(; innin!; to condc>n: -; c, 
the stained papa 7'i. r:; t r. llýoa in . 
ill : lii;,., 
_r 
array ünl fin^lly 
disappearing as in late ] I't, ý? ll(. it, f) L1w ('liI'CýL: II. tl ý21 
u (. in D CJ;. 1111 o;. 'IGýý" stained linear stl'llc uroo 
(Yl i ). 
Another ooserv«tion of iaportanc: o is ', "o that 
chromatids are alread, ý separated at the end of intern},;: ;o 
('J. 
._ 
(m), 
pp. 4(, and Wigs. 16 and 17) tho DNA anuunt : j, resont 
(pp. y. r ,) 
confiri int that reolication has occurm!? 
in Wd-i r: t, i rlMur. 
Thirdly, the chi'onatid tondo to adopt a V-oh; ape. Voic. 
at anaphase and. is still a property of tho cnrountia at t('lc)lThai; e, 
remainin;; at inLerphc.. ýe (1i 3.10 and 11). tit 
the disconta': wous stainin' of the chromosotlic in roro or ccl:, -. l. oL(, 
the separating chror:. aticls výhich c,: n now be h; Lvu 
strai htened out ('r'id;. 16, arro\r). Later .; -Lill the c1ý:, ;: Liri: ý are no 
longer obviously paired 
(Di 
C. 1?, 
) 
and Ui1. -27 at O"IJ'ly 5 C())'1l; i:; o :; 
tallll. ni 
is once a; ain continuous, sic-tor chrorn: c. tiri: 
do noL i%ppu:. r to be : u, an,; 
special position relative to one ; another 
l(, ). vur, at 
prophaoc and prenetapph,. -so there are 
t: t t},. (-, V-: d a;, -i iI; re- 
appea]. 'in, ý; (1"iao. 20 and 21a) and aalt:: ' 
that tltiJ 1 !i 
- 1I7- 
possible ')ririnSr of chromatids once more 2'lb and c). n, al 
at metaphase the V-shape has been c, ssumed, and the points of tiro 
V-shaped chromatids lined up on the equator, in two rnwl: c, ,: rparc: ýtly 
with sister-chromatids one above and one bolo1'! and 2C 
and b). At this time (; here is a sta "e (i'ir. 25-) probably b,: foro 1; ß, e 
appearance of the two rcýnho o1' chromatido, : he n tlia cl: i c; ".. ý: c, i: ý: c1 i:,; i, , ý7. 
is a compacted den. e r:; asý ; "ith rounded outlin(:, at tiro ecuaLor ei' 'Clio 
end. osome. This, although 
difficult to o amino in control 
could be ,L otaýe when po. itionin,; in L"; io bein' Ulu,,, 
The re i ininý oh; crvatiozn:. u: cc derived fron Lhc 
R'at.. T'1... 1. The L(., i, 1G 1ntC-1 )1-asEj 1. GCoritanuou: 3 : L((] 1lln of i ! l) I., } 
is seen 35 and 36) . 
`2110 ýcýu u con "'i. Iiuuu:, In, - .: 
t 
prophase with the V-shape vJ t}b 
possible pairing of chromatids Via, 53) an mu t;: r, hr^ce 1v . }; t,, "oc. cY11. 
V-shaped chromatids on the nietaphatio plc. to arc :.;,, c» (i i, . 5U) ., nct 
finally V-shaped c} ro: wtido 1i an: qoiasc ut: _,; c i40). in I the .o 
observations All be ru erred to in the final diixuuuion. 
In the irradiated i: at. crial evc: n the oee n"re»co of cl. vc; . Lill 
cannot be estaülishcd, in this or, ". tnisr; c''j"oTv'. t,. i( 
rnovei ont is avnc ronou^. Possibly thic ii to bc. ý oxpoc; t,. ci, J L' 
ch7'om tide are already roll apart at , ruphý_c, e, yet it I 1'.:: ve 1, :" ri 
t), ou`_"}it tl_ey v. - ore tof ethor at so; -le s aL ,; i,: i oh tab 1 1. Li <,; i:., i ne? ", i ,. r) 
dicentrico :,, ron of Lec-. union (11i, -. 171) could I)o 
The absence of f; enuine bridGec , ould fit in l: i th the ub:;,. ýrv<ýd ab,., cunee 
of kinetochorea. 
_-TI? - 
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The paucity of chromosome frw 'entc in Eu -lcna r,: ci l. is iü 
another curious feature. True, fraß rents were found off the º:; i tu tic 
fi rure at 651(rß at which dose survival was below '01,. und pribably 
in the region of '001; ß. No frarrnents wore found,. at dodos Uolow this. 
In "riornnal" eu:: aryot© material numerous fraüments '. vould have be. n 
found at 500r (0.5. r) and. some at 150zß 
Possibly the ability of the chromosomes to devo? op unstaino l ,, aps 
at prophase implies the capacity for easy and rapid rod}: sir in tl u ,o 
often uncondensed re`ions. Inex l. icanlo also are i1, o ci. 'riouc 
structures which seen to constitute the chromosomal ab,. ýrraAiono at 
the very high (lethal) dose of 3501: r 68) whore, tho lino -r 
chromosome seems to have divided several tiiio without ; _ýparatiox ý: n:? 
the replicated "chromatids" encl. obod in a block of ut"a: in: tblo 
This might be an effect on the mitotic mechanism it: -'elf. t1,, o 
chromatids have been produced but could not be moved Chart. 
-I C- 
VI. ELECTRON MICROSCOPE STUDIES OF EUGLE_k 
H. iethods 
Fixation: The method finally used for fixing Eul*lena for electron 
microscopy was that developed by W. W. Franke and R. L. Brown Jr. (Franko 
and Brocmp 1969). The process is as follows: 
Equal parts of 1; ý ice cold osinic acid in O. lkl cacodylate buffer, 
adjusted to a pH of 7.0, and 4% glutaraldehyde in the aam° buffer a1rso 
at pH 7.0, were mixed and immediately added to the pollei, of calla 
centrifuged in the cold room at 4°C . Fixation was continued for 30 
minutes in this ice cold mixture. Then the cells were washed 3/4 time-'I 
with chilled 0. lid cacodylate buffer at p11 7 and postoumicatod for 2 houru. 
All the above stages were carried out at 4°C in the cold room. Then tl: e, 
cello were removed from the cold room, and washed briefly with dcioi: od 
water. 
The first method of fixation tried was, hovievert ý; ý ülutaraidoh:;; do 
in 1LI cacodylate buffer at pH 7 for two hours, followod by tLo us I1,11 
washing in buffer and postosmication with 1; o osmic acid in tho name buffer 
for two hours. Glutaraldehyde wars also tried with phosph to buffor. 
The Pranke method was found to be the best, and all. the ºiLicro, -Tºphs 
presented here, were fixed with it. 
Embedding and Sectioning: Dehydration was by pain throu,,; h 30,. E 
ýO; and '(0, j othanoll using; the centrifuge throughout. 1'ul]owin( 
centrifuCation in 70 ethanol, a drop of cool 1', ', melted war rues mix(, ci 
with the cells usinjr a fine glass rod. V7hen solidified tlio ra j,, ar w; w out 
into very small pieced which were dehydrated in small FspOcilIlOf tulbna at 
-{2l -- 
room temperature by steps of 80,, 90, ö to 100j ethanol, 30 minutes in 
each. The ethanol was then replaced with fresh, and again after an 
hour, the agar blocks spending a total of 2 hours in 1001 ethanol. 'hon 
6--ý e, 'K `) . 
11'''x'( 
followed 2 changes of 15 minutes each of/propane; then 50; ä propane 
50% TRAB resin for 2 hours in a rotating machine. The resin mixture was 
made up as follows: - 
TAA. B Resin (12AA-3 embedding resin) - 25 mle 
D. D. S. A. (Dodecenyl succinic. anhydrido) = 20 m1o 
I. N. A. (17. ethyl nadic anhydride) -1 ß'l1 
D. M. P. 30 (2-4-6 tri Dimothyla, )iinor. iet h. y1 phenol) -5 mis 
Resin was added at intervals after this to bring the concentration u; p to 
75'-f resin, 25, v propane. In this mixture the material wan loft overni, 1; ht. 
The followin day more resin was added, and in the ovonine;; it was 
transferred to pure resin. The specimen tuLo vri th the rc . yin iund 
was then placed in a vacuum, and next day the pure resin replaced vii, t), 
fresh. It was poured into bl. oc'ýss and capsules for oolidific; ". tion ill the 
oven at 600C for 2 days. 
Sections were out with an ILL: B microtoi:: o, finally usinf; a cUanmonl 
knife. Only silver white sections were really useful; they Were stained 
on the Grids with a saturated solution of Uranyl acetato for 0 minutes 
and after washing, with lead citrate also, for 5 minutes. 
The electron microscopes used were Zeics y.. '. 9h and Sicmon E1inir l,. op 1A. 
- 12 2- 
I) Description of T.: itosis in Control L. aterial at Low Larrnii'ication 
(i) General Account 
Many of the sections to be mentioned were cut with Claus I. nives and 
are less good than later ones. 
Interpha. se: The chromosomes are condensed (Fig. 72) and Some can be 
seen to be attached to the nuclear membrane (arrovm). They are 1: ore or 
less uniform in width. The ondosome is pear-shaped 1'011oßd. n tormination 
of anaphase. 
In the mature intorphaso cell the components 
or loss of the sumo size and shrpt. 
(Fig*. 73). The 
(endosomo) are rounded. Chromosomes still frequoi 
membrane (Pig. 73). ': 'hey are less condons d than 
Early nronhr. e: The onset of rnitosis can be 
of the pellicle are more 
nuciouci and iiuclooluo 
itly contact thu nucloar 
they were. 
reco,:; nioccl from tl. o 
formation of new small pelliclo comploxoc alternntin;; with the orit; inu1 
ones (cf. Sommer and 131um, 1965, Fig. 74). The nucleus rund tho er, donYO!;; o 
become oblong in for.; (Fin. 74). The chromosomes w )"o, 40 chr-pos, in ccction 
are very irregular, appear with occasion, -, 1 ce: ceptionn to have Jo:; t contact 
with the nuclear membrane. The widths of recta oned cl: ro. nz. tiddn are very 
variable suggesting duplication in pro- " but not complete 74). 
Ido microtubuies have been found at this staj; o. The nuclruci is near Uho 
reservoir as shown in Fig. 74, whore two flagolla are neon in section. 
Pro 71l,.: se: : plectron scicroý. -7"aphn show the encloaomo elozi tatcd, but the 
chromosomes are not yet orientated in relation to it. 
Some of th', m saocrm 
to have th© chromatids or chromatid-<r rs separated 
(? ice. 75,76, arrowri) 
since paired and smaller sections of chromatin arc viuibie. 
In F1 . 76 
smaller dense areas of the nucieopl. ^. sm. coul, i be section3 of 
linear structures 
- 23- 
which may represent as yet uncondensed chromatin (arrow heads, see pp 
One or two microtubules are first seen at this stage 75, arrow 
head). The chromosomes have lost contact with the nuclear membrane 
except where it adjoins the reservoir. 
Metaphase: At motaphaso the nuclear membrane is still intact and 
the chromosomee/ch. romatids are arrant ; ed n-iainly at the mid zone (i? itr. 77). 
Straight microtubulos lie approximately parallel to each other (iiF; c. 77ý 
18) and to the endoaomo (Fic. 77)' and terminate on the nuclear membrane 
(arrow). Lon&i. tudinal sections t;: rou,:, ýh the wotaphane chromaom©e are 
difficult to obtain; nearly all the cections are alighily oblique. 
However, sorial sections are available which chow the rol. c. tionnhip of the 
chromosome/chromatid and the niicrotubulos (Soctions VI, L) (iii)). 
In transverse sectionsthe i.: otaphaae chroPoaomoe oppciar divided or 
partially divided into chromatids, since they seem to be at differr, nnt 
stases of so_aaration (Firs. 799 80P 811 82, see pp. 131 M). Lost have boon 
sectioned sli, -htly obliquely, but come nearly tranevursoly. Chromatids 
are evenly distributed around tho endoaoino. 
A few obliquo/ionitudinal suctions of iaotaphnt; e pa. -, ni n1, t}u"auý; h the 
apical portion of tho nucleus show that tho vucloar r. ýombi ýnc3 thorn i. t, 
much lobed (see pp. t3S Fig'u" 83,84). The nuclear wenbrane in however 
intact. 
Anajh: '. ne: The lon, -, drawriout vnrxphaee fro(lurntly chowa oonno c)h. roº^ati(ju 
at the equator 05t 86) al thour. h moat tiro a(jj; z'oý;: aLed toward: a the 
roles. The altitude of tho chromatids in section ie vofy vari. L1))O 
indicatin that they are not all 1yin,; 1). rallol to thc, cpin(] 1o cu i ci. Some 
are V- hailed (Fib . 
85, arrow head) . 
They are well cop. 's, " tºýd, ac, mo ly1n 
close to the nuclear ºuembrano (J. rro, r: m). 
-124- 
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Pic. 77 
.: tit: lphus3" 
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I: etaphase. Tangential 1on`Ritudi. nal section. Chromatid. 
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chromatids. Nuclear i! jc;. jbrana porsi©tent. 
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Fir. 79a.: Overlay to fin. 79. showing* scleoted group of miorotubules 
and chromatids (see page 179)" 
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Fig. 80a s Overlay to fir. 80 showing eeieoted rrounn of miorotubules 
and chromatids (see pare 179). 
-! 33- 
of metanhace. Serial level 2. Description as for fie. 79. 
Iii , 
80 - Lu;; lena mutabilis: X 24000. ý.. M. 15278. Transverse section 
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Fib. 31a s Overlay to fir. 80 showinr celectea groans of microtiibuien 
and chromatids (se© pare 179)" 
- 1S- 
. 
Pig. 81. Euglona mutabilis: X24,000. E. M. 15232. Transverse section 
of metaphase. Serial level 3. Description as for fig. 79. 
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Fig. 82a : Overlay -to fig. 82 choi, ing seleoted group of miorotubules 
and chromatids (see pare 179). 
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The endosome is dravm out length-wise and its substance appears 
to be broken down to granular material (espeoially obvious at the 
equator) to be carried to the poles among the central microtubulee of 
the spindle arrows). 
Anaphase Telophase: There may still be microtubules present between 
the telophase nuclei (Figs. ', - , 
89). The chromatids are relatively 
condensed. Not much evidence of the nuclear membrane can be seen (]ig. 89p 
arrows). 
(ii) Analysis of the transvorse section (Lwlona mutabilin) 
The criterion of the transverse section, is the angle at which the 
microtubules are cut; if absolutely transversely, the wnicrotubulos have 
the appearance of rings. Only sections where the microtubulos were cut 
transversely, were chosen for counting the number of chromosome/chromatids. 
Also, a transversely cut endosome has a rounded appearance, and lies more 
or less at the middle of the nucleus. 
It was decided to. adopt a method of scoring the transverse soctions 
with the object of estimating the number of chromosomoa or chromatids, 
whichever proved to be present in the section scored. The areas of cross 
sections of chromatin were measured, and counted, as far as possible. 
Each electron micrograph which was scored, contained one nucleus only. 
The enlargement of the prints used for area measurements was X 27,000. 
The actixal areas measured were of the order of 10 to 100 nn2, about eighty 
being measured per cell (Table 13). 
'it is very difficult to count the exact number of chromatids in a 
section, because it is hard to judge whether a particular section is of a 
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single chromatid or of a chromosome. There may be a double unit in 
which the two components, which would be counted separately, represent 
actually only one chromosome. The same set of micrographs can give an 
alternative reading. Two alternative readings are given for each 
section in Table 13. 
The frequencies of the different area classes are shown in Table 14, 
for two anaphases and eight metaphases. The commonest area class 
throughout is the 20-39 mm2 class; this is the only class represented 
in the anaphases, with very few exceptions. In the metaphases, these 
are also represented fairly evenly distributed as to frequency, classes 
40-49,50-59,60-69; and there are a few of 70-79,80-89, and others up 
to 110-119 mm. These large areas can be thought of in two ways. The 
2 
most likely, is that they represent oblique or near-long, -itudinal sections 
of the chromatid. The second, that they represent the relatively few 
chromosomes whose chromatids were not yet separated. The 20-39 =2 class 
must represent the chromatid, and this might include also the 10-19 mm2 
class, also fairly frequent in some sections. 
The total areas are also given in Table 14, per section. These show 
that the areas characteristic of metaphases are more than double the areas 
characteristio of anaphases; in one metaphase 
(Fig. 79) three times the 
area found in the anaphaaes (ý 15065, photograph is not provided). 
]Referring now to Table 13, where the numbers of chromatids in three 
anaphases and eight metaphases have been twice estimated, there is 
considerable variation in the estimates for metaphase - from 52 to 110 - 
but the mean, of the most frequently occurring, is 74, the overall mean, 
82. For anaphase, the number is 34-35. There is good agreement therefore, 
with the assumption that only chromatids are present at metaphase. 
It 
14 S- 
neverthe less seems inescapable that more chromatid arms were sectioned 
at metaphase than would be expected from doubling the number sectioned 
at anaphase. The asynchronous nature of anaphase could account for this 
in part, but this matter will be taken up again later (pp IS 4 ). The 
chromatid count of 34 - 36 for the anaphase cannot be checked against 
counts by ordinary cytological methods. For Euulena mutabilis, no counts 
have been made. 
K). High Power, Ultrastructure, Control Laterial 
(i) Ultrastructure of chromatin and nuoleoplasn, Eu-Dena mutabilia 
Most of the following is a description of the nucleus in control 
material at metaphase, shown to be so by presence of mi crotubules 
transversely sectioned. 
The chromosomal material is probably best referred to as condensed 
chromatin as it cannot be said with certainty if a section is of a chromosome 
or chromatid. It appears loosely fibrillar, the fibrils being of thicker 
and thinner diameters. Sometime longish fibrils can be followed 
transveraing the chromatin mass or fraying from it (Fig. 90, arrows). 
Fibrils of similar diameter are found between the chromosomal masses; some 
of these have a beaded appearance (Fis. 91). The fibril diameter can be 
estimated hero as 9nm; the granules or beads attached to it are 17.30nm 
in diameter. These dimensions could correspond with fibril diameter and 
clusters of nucleosomes as obtained in nuclei subjected to electrophoresis 
(Skaer et. al., 1976), and could support the idea that regions of the 
chromatin were not condensed. However, as no enzyme treatment was carried 
out thore cannot be certainty here. 
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In the nucleoplasm, between the chromatin masses, are other highly 
electron-dense objects, each consisting of a dark centre, often rod- 
shaped, with radiating short thick fibres attached ('r'ig. 90, arroivh L J. ) 
These do not have the appearance of perichromatin granules although they 
are of similar size. They correspond to the U-fibrils of l. oyne (I,: oyne, 
1975) although in the present material they are rod-shaped rather than 
U-shaped. According to b: oyne, they are digested by iýIdase and pronase. 
In Fig. 92, the U-fibrils can be seen in close association with the 
nuclear membrane. Fibrillar material generally dispersed in the 
nucleoplasm way be the fibrillar matrix, sensitive to Rase, also 
described by : oyne. Occasional large densely-stained granules (Fig. 91) 
are about 100-200nn in diameter. No suggestion can be made in regard to 
these. 
Discussion 
Moyne (L: oyne, 1975) has utilised the "osmium Eunnine" technique of 
Cogliate and Gaut 
er (Cogliate and Gaut 
i 
or, 1973) on thin frozen sections, to 
stain the DNA fibrils. ! It was found that these formed "bridges" between h 
"chromosomes" and the eugCestion was made that there were DITA links between 
the permanently condensed chromosomes of interphase. As has boon shown 
here (see p. 46 ) at interphase and at certain prophase staCeo, the 
chromosomes of 2u lena are represented by linear arrays of "dots" - they 
are, as so many algal chromosomes also are, discontinuously stained at 
early prophase, but continuously stained from late prophase onwards. Teo 
doubt at intorphase, the unstained regions between the "dots" are very 
diffuse, while the "clots" are fully condensed. The "links" observed by 
Moyne can thus easily be understood - they are not links 
betweon c`: romosomas, 
but "links" of diffuse chromatin between condenc. ed clývomcsoinal re; -ions. 
(ii) Ultrastructure of Endosome 
Fig. 93 (15279) shows the complete transverse section of an endosome 
at metaphase. It shows internal differentiation, into paler and darker 
areas, and areas which appear to be channels filled with nucleoplasm. If 
we are looking for typical nucleolus fine structure, we expect to see 
chromosomal material, which if internal to the nucleolus will appear as 
pale, fibrillar, and may or may not have a central dark area of condensed 
chromatin (Godwrard and Jordan, 1965; Jordan and Godward, 1969; Chuinard, 1974, 
1976; Lafontaine and Lord, 1974 ; Jordan and Luck, 1976). Adjoining 
this pale fibrillar region, dark fibrillar material and finally, segrogated 
in a particular region mainly periphorý'l, the granular region would be 
expected. In the section illustrated in Fie. 93, there are several areas 
of paler fibrillar appearance (arrows); the rest is dark fibrillar, and 
this may grade into granular material at the periphery (arrowhead); but 
if so it is not segregated. Fig. 94 of the same stage, and a serial 
section of the same endosome, shows the pale fibrillar material spreading 
out into one of the channels in the nucleus 
(arrow). The chromatin of the 
chromatids is visible in the same section (arrowhead), and it can be seen 
to resemble this pale fibrillar material in appearance. In Fig. 95, is 
"'dV JYYLri 
seen a section of thelnucleolus)in a younz cell. Here the tale fibrillar 
material is seen to occupy a convoluted large channel 
(arrow), surrounded 
by several subsidiary ones (arrowheads) in section. The granular material 
is segregated in two areas, both peripheral (double arrows) and on opposite 
sides.; It is deeply channelled. Fig. 96 shows a young stage, where the 
endosome is still at the terminal anaphase or telophaoo stage. Here 
already there is segregation of clearly granular material, at the polar 
end and at the equatorial end of the newly separated endosorne. It may 
- 15l - 
be worthwhile to note that in the pale fibrillar regions of the main mass, 
dark condensed material, presumably condensed chromatin is present 
(arrows). In Fig. 97 (which is also a very young stage), a long central 
fibril (arrow) can be seen in a similar pale fibrillar region. The 
peripheral granular material is very clear. In Fig. 98 the middle of the 
late anaphase endosome is sectioned showing it to consist only of granular 
material. Fig. 99 shows a telophase endosome in which no condensed dark 
material is to be seen in the centre of the pale fibrillar regions. In 
Fig. 100 (anaphase/telophase) it can be seen that the paler fibrillar 
regions (arrows-) are accompanied by smaller similar regions, in this case 
in pairs, at their sides. This may be compared with Fig. 95, whore the 
main pale fibrillar region is similarly accompanied. 
Finally, in Fig. 101, a young cell in early interphase, clearly shows 
one of the chromosomes to be in direct contact, along a well-defined plane 
(arrow), with the endosome; and to lie in line with the direction of the 
pale fibrillar regions inside the endosome. 
Endosome Discussion 
It is concluded that the endosome is a nucleolus, formed on a 
nuoleolar-organizing chromosomal region which lies mainly within it, 
although evidence has been produced from one section, that this nucleolar- 
organizing region may be merely a part of an nucleolar-organizing 
chromosome as is usually the case. In an organism such as Eurlona, whoro 
condensation of chromatin is discontinuous along the chromosome for much 
of the time, the connection of an chromosome with the nucleolus is easily 
missed. As only one section (. Fig. 101) was obtained possibly showing this 
connection, there is perhaps need for confirmation; but even if the 
- 15 2- 
nucleolar-organising chromosome were contained entirely within the 
nucleolus, it would still be an ordinary nucleolus and the term "endosome" 
an unnecessary one. In Euglena the pale fibrillar regions often assume 
the form of main channels, which when transversely sectioned, appear 
more or less rounded. The smaller channels (or smaller rounded sections) 
at the sides, can be interpreted as lateral loops from an active chromosomal 
region. The dark condensed areas or darker fibrils seen in the middle of 
the pale fibrillar material would represent chromatin as yet not expanded, 
or being condensed. The peripheral granular material, ribosome precursor 
particles, has the appearance found in all nuclei. 
- 1S3- 
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L). High Power, Ultrastructure, Liicrotubules Control Material 
(i) (a) The Iicrotubules in Transverse Section 
At high magnification (Fig. 102) it can be seen that the microtubule 
in transverse section is a circle of subunits. 
Incomplete microtubules are very obvious in several parts of the 
spindle (Fig. 103). Especially this is true near the endosone (Iftg. 104). 
Individual subunits can again be distinguished; this could be assembly 
or breakdown (see pp. )-4p ). 
(i) (b) Bridges between .: icrotubules 
Delicate arms attached to the sides of the microtubules often form 
bridges between them. In transverse sections only sin-le bridges can bo 
seen (Fig. 105,106). These are usually straight and seem much longer 
than those which have been found in longitudinal sections (Fie. 108). 
Bridges are distinguishable at prophase (Fig. 106). 
(i) (c) 1, iicrotubule Association 
Ilicrotubules cut IonCitudina11y are sometimes seen lying singly 
(Fig. 107, arrows), sometimes in cloy©1y packed bundles, attached wall 
to wall (Fi, 3.109). This same close association is seen in transverse 
sections (see pp. I6, %) (Fig. 110). 
A less close packing is achieved by the bridges, clearly observable 
in Figs. 107,111, where they lie transversely between the microtubulos. 
In Fig. 107,111 they appear to be oblique, and are Been as arms projecting 
from the side of the microtubulee (arrowhead). 
(ii) Number and ArranUecnent of I, acrottlbuleE in the Nucleus 
'Examination of the four serial sections of metaphase in which the 
iºicrotubules are out perfectly transvorsely (r''igs 79,80,81v 82) show3 
that the microtubulos are arranged in a definite fashion around the 
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endosome and among the chromatids of the nucleus. They are abou(550 
in number as tabulated belows- 
Serial sections 
79 
80 
81 
82 
Number of microtubules 
553 
560 
557 
535 
They are*arranged in 40/45 bundles which zun between the chromatidc, 
although individual microtubules of the bundle may be aotually attached 
at one level or another. The number of microtubules per bundle is usually 
from 10 - 25, but may be as low as 4-5. 
Estimation of Numbers of '.. iicrotubulos at Successive Levels in the 
Serial Sections. 
Groups of microtubules running through these sections were identified 
and designated 0, P, Q, R, S and T (Figs. 79a, 80a, 8la, 82a. 0verizys of 
Figs. 79,809 81$ 82). Counts of microtubules in each group at successive 
lov©le are tabulated below: - 
TABL: & 15 - numbers of microtubules at successive levels in 
section through the metaphase nucleus. 
serial 
Microtubule Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 
group (Fig. 79a) (Fig. 80a) (Fig. 81a) (Fig. 82a) 
0 3 3 11. 1-3 
$ 5 6 6 
Q 11 12 14 12 
R- 8 11 28 16 
S 2212- 2-5 14 14 
T 141 12,4 14 - 
-r :: ýo 
The numbers of microtubules in well defined groups near the 
endosome (Q, P )' remain approximately constant through at least three 
and sometimes all four of the levels of the serial sections (Table 15). 
However, in group 09 levels 1 and 2 which are thought to be approaching 
the pole, contain far fewer microtubules than levels 3 and 4s which are 
nearer the equator. Similarly, in group R, the polar levels 1 and 2 
contain fewer microtubules. This points to the disassembly of micro- 
tubules towards the polar regions of the spindle. In conformity with 
this, longitudinal sections (Fig. 78) indicate that the bulk of the 
longitudinally cut microtubule5 pass through the equator, and terminating 
on the nuclear membrane as they approach the pole. 
A diamond knife was not available when most of the sections of 
anaphase and telophase were out. Althou¬h many serial sections parallel 
to the spindle axis were obtained, the appearance of the sections was 
not good and most are not reproduced here, although two low magnification 
photographs are shown (Figs. 87 and 88, see pp. 140). However, from 
inspection, it could be seen that the centre of the spindIs at anaphase 
is occupied by an enormous number of microtubules. 
(iii) Relationshi -between Chromatid and i, 'i. crotubules 
(a) Contact between microtubul©e and chromatin 
In the most obvious form of contact the microtubules pass straight 
through the chromatin (Fig. 112). In this figure, ten microtubules are 
transversely sectioned in the chromatin, two others are just boyond it 
(arrows). This has not been clearly demonstrated in the longitudinal 
sections (see below) although Fig. 113 may show this. 
-iv(- 
Probably the most frequent situation is that the microtubules 
are associated with the chromatin at its edge. In Fig. 114 about 
eleven microtubules are attached along the margin of the chromosome, 
and four or five lie near them within the chromatin. Numerous examples 
can be seen in the following figures 
Quite frequently, there are two marginal groups or bundles of 
microtubules one on each side of the chromosome/chromatid, which is 
attached to both bundles (Fig. 115, paired arrows). In the same figure, 
one bundle of microtubulee can be seen lying between two chromosomal 
masses, possibly to be attached to both at another level (einj, ýle arrow). 
In longitudinal sections more can be seen of the relationship 
between chromosome and miorotubules. Most longitudinal sections are 
slightly oblique and also tangential to the nucleus as a whole. Fig. 116 
shows a microtubule making lateral contact with the chromatid and 
apparently diverted from a previously straight path in doing so. It 
is accompanied by a second tubule, sectioned for only a short length. 
The diverted microtubule was one of a bundle of which about four are 
sectioned. The distance between these would correspond to the distance 
between microtubules when joined by bridges. Fig. 107 also shows lateral 
contact between a bundle of about three microtubulos and a chromosome. 
The bundle is travelling obliquely and another microtubule crosses it, 
travelling vertically. It seems that these microtubules, following 
different directions, must be part of the same bundle at this point. 
Arms can be seen on some of the microtubules. In Fig. 117 the section 
appears to have passed through just that part of the chromosome where 
microtubules are attached to it or passing through it. There is an 
upper group of four, and a lower group of four, not apparently continuous 
through the chromosome. All are rather obliquely sectioned. 
- 1-42--- 
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It is not certain from these longitudinal sections how many 
microtubules are in touch with the chromosome, but the section shown in 
Fig. 117 seems to pass through the widest area of contact and indicates 
that four at least would be involved. It seems not unlikely that the 
microtubules attached to the chromosome here constitute two separate 
groups (arrows) each terminating on or in a chromatid. 
Figs. 118a, b2 c shows what could be arms connecting the chromatids 
with the microtubules. 
(iii) (b) Three Dimensional Reconstruction from Serial Sections 
of Relative Position of Chromosomes and ldcrotubules 
The four serial sections of metaphase already cited (Figs. 79,809 
81 and 82) and a fifth section (not shown), representing five levels, 
were carefully placed in order using large features such as the reservoir, 
flagella and endosome, which are easily followed in low magnification. 
Tracing of these are provided as overlays (Figs. 79a, 80aß 81a and 82a). 
In these tracings, certain masses of chromatin (chroinosome/ 
chromatids) have been selected, and designated A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, 
J, K, L and M. At high magnification, tracing of chromosomes A, B, C, 
D and L at all five levels are shown superposed 
(Fig. 119). In Fig. 119a, b4-<_ 
outlines of chromosomes A, B, C, D, B, and Iü of successive levels are 
shown side by side. In the tracings, microtubule bundles have been 
designated O1-P, Q, R, S, T and U; these have in some cases also been 
followed through the four levels (see pp. )69 ). In addition, high 
magnifications of microtubule bundles, 0 with chromosome B; 
(Fig. 122) 
U with M (Fig. 124)ß P with J 
(Fig. 121), S with D (Fig. 120) and T with 
L (Fig. 123) at different levels, have also beon provided with tracings 
as overlays. 
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Fig. 119 s Diagram constructed from serial sections (figures 79 - 82, 
high power. and ß; N1 15256) levels 1-5 superimrosed. The 
development of a single structure (chromatid) at ß: 1e level 
to a double structure (pairs of Ihro-matid, arms) at the most 
di: tint level can be followed. 
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Fig. 119o : Showing chromosomes B, J, & 14 with microtubule groups 
0, P, &U at five different scriý. 1 levels. 
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When these are examined, first in relation to the chromatin, it 
is seen that there is a progression from a single structure to a double 
structure, in most of the chromosomes which have been followed. This 
progression is from single at level one to double at level five, in chromosomes 
A and C (Fig. 119a). C first appear at level 2. The opposite progression, 
from single at level five to double at level one, occurs in chromosomes 6, C-, 4_ 
D (Fig. 119.1a). 
These observations would seem to imply that a single chromosomal 
N 
structure can become a double structure, as would be the case for exan. ple 
if one were to consider two chromosome arms folded together, giving a 
double structure when side by side, but single at the point of folding. 
This seems more likely than that the actual formation of chromatids 
could be delayed to metaphase. On the other hand it is well knorm that 
sister chromatids tend to stick together in the higher eukaryotes, 
followwin glutaraldehyde fixation, and this, if occurring here, could 
confuse the issue. 
However, the observations fit well with previously described 
(Sectionyg(ii)PP" 44 ) observations of V-shaped chromatids at metaphase. 
The iaicrotubule bundles will now be considered. 
Group S (Fig. 120, overlay r'ig. 120a): Here at a higher 
magnification, it can be seen that individual groupirt; s of microtubules 
are recognisable at the successive levels. Comparing levels three and 
four it can be seen that a group, two pairs and one single tubule (arrows) 
are recognisable in both, although the relative distances are slightly 
changed. The other microtubules al. -pear to have different positions as 
if some had died out and others appeared. Partly assembled, or partly 
-. i iss -- 
disassembled microtubules, are a feature of the . *lena spindle. The 
microtubule groupings of levels one and two are closely similar, although 
one or trio microtubules present in level tr'o have disappeared in level 
one, otherwise there are only slight changes of distance. Considerable 
changes of position however occurred between levels two and three. 
Group P (Pig. 121, overlay 121a): Levels three and four are closely 
comparable. Particularly obvious is the small cluster of four microtubulee, 
two single ones lying near are closer to the cluster in four than in three. 
In level two at least two members of the cluster have broken down (or not 
yet been assembled) and of the two single ones, that nearest the cluster 
is now represented only by a half tubule, open at one side. Another has 
appeared near it. In level one, the single microtubule nearest the 
endosome is now also incomplete. 
Group 0 (F. ig. 122, overlay Fig. 122a): In levels three and four, 
similarly arranged microtubulea are near the endosome and free from 
association with the nearest chromatin. In levels two Most of the space 
occupied by these tubules in three and four, has been occupied instead 
by chromatin, only three microtubules remaining near the edge of this 
chromatin. In level one, they are touching it and apparently attached 
to it. 
Group T (Fig. 123, overlay lie. 123a); Level four is not represented 
here. In level three, a coup of microtubules is clearly identifiable by 
a row of three, terminated by an additional incomplete one, directed 
obliquely (arrow), while below is a close cluster of five or six, with 
one or two others nearby. These are free from chromatin at this level. 
-I56-- 
In level two, however, signs of condensed chromatin fibrils appear near 
the cluster, and in level one all are attached along the left-hand 
margin of a chromosome/chromatid. 
Group U (Fig. 124, overlay Fig. 124 ): Levels two and four are 
shown enlarged. Four identically placed microtubules are seen on the 
left, in level two while three single ones lie equidistant to the right. 
Two others are below. In level one, the two lying below have disappeared, 
and others have appeared near the two on the right (arrows). This 
series clearly shows the appearance and disappearance of microtubules 
belonging to a bundle, while others continue without change of position. 
The microtubule bundles when followed through the levels, may 
appear attached at the edge of a chromosome at one lev©l, and to be 
progressing further array from it at the other successive levels; as 
with bundle 0, attached to chromosome B st level one and becomin3 further 
away at the other levels (Pigs. 122 and 122a; 119a). Iiorotubulo 
buddle T on the other hand is attached to the chromosome at level three, 
and moves further away from it at levels one and two 
(Fig. 123, overlay 
123a). 
Conclusion 
The preceding observations indicate that microtubule bundles can 
be followed through successive levels; that they contact the chromosomes/ 
chromatids at one level but at successive other levels are further and 
further away. The level in the metaphase spindle at which contact is 
made, is not the same for all the chromosomes. The actual course 
followed by the microtubule bundle includes contact perhaps vrith more than 
one chromosome, with chromosonio and/or endosome, and with complete lots 
of contact with any of these structures. 
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(iv) Relation botween ?: icrotubulos and Endosomo 
Microtubules are laterally attached to the endosome at metaphase, 
around its entire periphery (Fig. 93). Enlargements of this periphery 
(Pig. 121) show that they are not infrequently in pairs. In level 3 
a single inicrotubule is also seen inside a nuoleolar vacuole. In Fig. 
125, pairs of microtubules appear to be invested by projecting nucleolar 
material on one side, and projecting fibrillae chromatin on the other 
side. 
At anaphase, when tho endosome is boinC partitioned between daughter 
nuclei, endosome material considerably fragmented, in trapped arnong the 
dense mass of microtubules then occupying the equatorial zone (Fig. 87). 
Towards telophaso these trapped materiale havo all moved to the poles. 
Until the endosomal material has actually reached the polar nuclear 
membrane (Fig. 126) the microtubules continuo to run ahoad of it 
(Figs. 83 and 84) and to be attached apparently at its polar end. 
(v) Relationship betweon rnicroturhulev, and nuclear mbrc do 
The nuclear pole is covered by the continuoue nuclear rnomb: zLne at 
metaphase and anaphase; although frequently it is extremely lobed 
(Figs. 83 and 84). Nuclear pores are present throuc; hout. 
In sections where the Tobin, is minimal the opindle r. icrotubutoa 
terminate on the nuclear membrane at the sides of the endoaoiIo, which 
has a flattened and often lobed end. Spindle rnicrotubulea aloo entor 
the lobes and can be seen following a couruo parallol to the longth of 
the lobe (Fie. 83). , there the lobes are cut obliquely, a bundle of 
- ýý- 
microtubule can be seen obliquely cut in each (Fig. 84). Mary of these 
microtubules come from the terminal part of the endosome (Figs. 83 and 84). 
In the lobes, these microtubules terminate on the nuclear membrane 
(Fig. 127). The flattened end of the endosome. also spreads out and 
terminates with its accompanying miorotubules on the nuclear membrane 
at the base of the lobes (Fig. 126). In certain sections, the base of 
the flagellum has been sectioned; from this, attached microtubules fan 
out in the direction of the nuclear pole, as well as in bundles which 
encircle the reservoir and the periphery of the cell. Fig. 128 shows 
these microtubules leaving the flc. gellar base; a few of them appear to 
be proceeding towards the lobes of the nuclear membrane at the pole of 
the anaphase nucleus (arrow). The accompanying section (Fig. 129) shows 
bundles of miorotubules touching the nuclear membrane (arrows) and a 
centre, from which miorotubules are radiating (arrowhead), a little 
below the flagellum base as it has been sectioned. It appears possible 
therefore that the spindle microtubules contact the nuclear membrane 
from within and the miarotubules from the flagellar base contact the 
nuclear membrane from the outside, at the anaphase polo. 
Other sections show that the flagellar base has the characteristic 
nine triplets. In other parts of the nucleus, miorotubules appear to 
contact tho nuclear membrane laterally as in (Fig. 112, arrowhead). At 
anaphase/telophase the udcrotubulos are in this position all the way 
" round the nuclear membrane 
(Fig. 130). 
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Fig. 126 - Fugena mutabilie :X 33.200. E. M. 11840. 
Section through the pole of deviding nucleus showing 
endoaomal material just beneath the nuclear membrane. 
Mierotubules are attached to the innoreido of the 
endoromal material. 
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Fig. 128 - l; ur.; lena mutabilis: X 40,000. E. 1:. 15068 
Region near flagellar base showing pole of anaphase 
nucleus, just below flagellar base, a region from which 
microtubules fan out, one or two approaching nuclear 
membranes (arrow). 
Fig. 129 - Bur; lena mutabilis: "X 45,000. E. MM. 15271 
Re-ion near fla&ellar base showing lobe from polar end of 
nucleus. Just below flagellar base, a region from which 
short microtubules radiate (arrowhead). Some of those are 
directed towards the nucleus and seems touching the nuclear 
membrane (arrows). 
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). High Power, Ultrustructure, Irradiated 31. aterial, L'urlena ^T:. ci1js 
(i) Effect of irradiation on ultrastructure 
For reference, Fig. 95 represents interphaee of the control 
material. 
The following stages, which seem to be distinuuiehable ao the 
beginning and end of a series of changes, are all frommatorial which 
had received doses of 509 55 and COKr. It is possible that the first 
of these stages is interphase, and the series runs through prophaso to 
metaphase. 
Stage 1 (Fig. 131): Tho chromatin is in small condensed nasses; 
it stains normally, but the nucleoplasm stains vory much more than 
normal, the diameters of the various fibrils and granules in it having 
apparently increased. 
Stage 2 (Fig. 132a and b): The chromatin now etaine rather palely, 
although still recognisable (arrow) and is present in ornall mass©s. The 
fibrils composing it have markedly separated, or have lost material which 
normally contributed fibril trickness. 
Stage 3 (Fig. 133 a and b): The ohromatin is now loss stained 
than the granules and fibrils of the nucleoplaam. It also seems to 
occupy more space, the nucleoplaamic granuloa and fibrils boinG packed 
more closely together. 
Stage 4 (Fig. 134a and b): The tendency obuorvod in Stage 3 for 
the chromatin to stain less has Bono further and the chromatin is now 
pale against a darker background of nuclooplasinic fibrils and r. ranulc3. 
-- ý- ©6 
Scattered dark spots have appeared in the chromatin. These are 
irregular in shape and suggest damage. 
Stare 5 (Fig. 135a and b): The chromatin masses are larger, and 
paler. Their fibri], 1s have become interspersed with an inoroaced 
number of dark spots. The nucleoplasmio granules are packed still more 
closely. 
Staat e_6 (fig. 136a and b): 
' The paler areas repreeonting chromatin 
are larger, but the fibrils within them are broken and there are more 
dark spots. Nucleoplasmic granules appear partly coalesoont and form a 
dark backCround. 
Styes 7 (Fig. 137), 8 (Fig. 138a and b), 9 (Fig. 139a and b): In 
these final stages, the progressive increase in size of the pale chromatin 
areas, and the progressive compression of the dark staining nucleoplasmic 
granules and fibrils is carried further. In Stage 
9o the ultimate one, 
nearly all the space is occupied by transformed chromatin, the r.. acsos 
fusing together, while the granules are compressed into small intorctices 
between them. Within the pale chromatin areas, the fibrils are vory fine 
and well separated; not all are broken although thooo of stages 
7 and 8 
(Figs. 137,138a and b) apparently are. Fie. 140 represento an oblique 
section of a cell at metaphase. The chromatin charactors are those of 
stages 71 8 and 9, the dose received being 
EOKr. Some microtubulea are 
present (arrows) but far more would normally be soon. 
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Fig. 131 - Eurlena, , racilis: 
BOKr. X 33,000. L.: ". 14629 
Stage I ei: otirin,; small condensed chromatin cnaszec;. 
Nuclooplasm stained more than normal. Di& oter of ft briltl 
and granules of the nucleoplasm apparently 
increased. 
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(ii) Discussion of Effect of Irradiation 
(a) Chromatin and nucleoplasm l,, u lena gracilis) 
The effect of irradiation on the chromosomes of EZplena has 
already been considered, and different from that expected on eukaryote 
chromosomes in several ways. 
It would appear that the material responsible for most of the 
thickness of the chromatin fibril, and most of its staining properties, 
has been lost from it, leaving a very fine fibril in a non-staining 
background, which however is capable of excluding the nucleoplasmic 
granules and fibrils. Dark dots occasionally appearing in the chromatin 
area are attached to the fine fibrils and may represent the lost 
staining material Which would normally be part of the fibril. It is 
natural to suggest that it is the protein Which has been lost and that 
the remaining fine fibril is the DNA. "That is the material of the non- 
staining background Which excludes the nucleoplasmic granules from the 
fine chromatin (D. TA) fibrils? 
Can it conceivably contain a material with protective properties 
capable of combining with, for example, the free radicals produced by 
radiation? If so, this would explain the rarity of chromosome breaks 
or other aberrations in Dug-lena, by contrast with other eukaryotes. 
(b) Nucleolus (endosome) 
It might be expected that absome stage the nuoleolar-organising 
DNA of the nucleolus would show the same changes - loss of staining 
capacity, formation of dark dots due to displaced protein - as the rest 
of the chromosomes. However, most of the nucleolar DNA is normally 
diffuse and functioning, not often condensed with protein although much 
-2- 24- 
of it must be assumed to be invisible in those regions, most of 
the nucleolus, where ribosome _IUTA precursor material is present. 
It has been assumed (see pp. 1-) that the nucleolar-organising 
chromosomal region is present in the channels of the nucleolus, in 
Euglena, as in other organisms; and that the diffuse DNA would extend 
from it in the form of lateral loops. The changes noted in the rest 
of the chromosomes might be looked for in those channels. Some sign 
that these changes have occurred can be seen (Fig. 140, arrows; Fig. 
139, arrow). These figures also illustrate the considerable increase 
in the numbers of channels in the endosome in the irradiated material, 
and another feature is the apparent break-up of the endosome which also 
occurs (Figs. 133a, 134a and 135a). 
,.. a 
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DISCUSSION 
Although not the only one, the primary question to be discussed 
is the mechanism of mitosis in uglena. The earlier interpretation 
by Leedale (Leedale, thesis 1957) was based on "repulsion" between 
chromatids - the classic Darlingtonian view of mitosis in general. 
Later when a knowledge of ultrastructure became available, the view 
was advanced that the microtubules of the spindle served merely as 
guidelines to chromatid movement (Leedale in Buetow, 1968, p )o 
The sliding microtubule mechanism 
In the present investigation, it has been shom that the micro- 
tubules of the mitotic sandle of iFlena are provided, with numerous 
"arms" or "bridges" (Figs. 106,108 and 111, ppl65., It such as have been 
shown to be involved in 2overnent of flagella (Gibbons and Gibbons, 
1973) and have also been invoked for movement of chromatids in mitosis 
(, Wilson, 1969; McIntosh et al., 1969). Essentially the same is the 
"zipper" movement of ajer (Bajer, Mole, Bajer and Lambert, 1973). 
In Eu plena, the microtubule arms connect microtubules laterally 
(Figs. 108 and 111, pp 1 -7 ) and could therefore also, although it is 
not easy to demonstrate clearly - connect chromatids with raicrotubules 
(see, however, Fig. 118a, b, c). Llicrotubules are attached to chromatids, 
(Figs. 114,115 and 116) and pass through them (Figs. 112,113 and 117), 
apparently frequently for short distances only (pp. It is 
proposed here that mitosis in 2uglena occurs by sliding movement 
" 'involving contact with microtubules by means of lateral arms. It may 
be further suggested that the polar anchorage of some microtubules-is 
-2 zi - 
provided in Euglena in the lobes of the nuclear membrane, rmmicrotubules 
passing into them, obssrved at anaphase (Figs. V5, '9 q- ). These Would 
serve the same purpose of anchorage as the pockets in the nuclear 
membrane of the fungus Thraustotheca (Heath, 1974) and the association 
between nuclear membrane and microtubules in mitotic nuclei of 
Saprolegnia (Heath and Greenwood, 1968). 
If microtubules were attached at the point of the V, and these 
attached microtubules connected by arms forming bridges to other 
microtubules in the vicinity, movement of the chromatid by sliding of 
" its attached microtubules against the neighbouring ones could take place 
as shown in Fig. 141a, bp cl d and e. For convenience in this figure, 
one microtubule of a fixed length is shown attached to each chromatid, 
connected by bridges to one microtubule of fixed length passing dorm the 
axis of the spindle. As the bridges on the chromatid-microtubule break 
contact with the other, moving to attach at the next higher site, the 
chromatid-microtubule with its attached chromatid is moved up (or dorm), 
while this could happen as shorn in Fig. 141a - e, it could possibly 
also happen as in Fig. 142. This is felt to be less likely as it would 
produce a metaphase plate of half the thickness normally observed. In 
the longitudinal sections of-late anaphase (e. g. Figs. 87 and 88 and 
other sections not shown, cut with a glass knife) numerous microtubules 
remain as an axis between the separated groups of chromatids, as if the 
axial microtubules had remained fixed and stationary for the attached 
microtubules to move along as described, and shown in Fig. 141a - g. 
The proposed mechanism of anaphase separation (Pig. 141) involving as it 
does, change of orientation of the chromatids, could be expected to take 
longer than in most eukaryotes; and a lengthy anaphase in urlena is 
reported (Leedale, 1957). 
rý a, 
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Figure 141 a-g: Models of separation of sister ohrornatids 
in ruglena. 
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One rnicrotubule (representing several)is Ühowi attached 
at the point of the V, to each sister chromatid. Sister chromatids 
are one above the other on the metaphase 'late. Arms and bridges 
connect the attached microtubule with one (again representing several) 
which passes vertically down the axis of the spindle (see text). 
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Separr"tion of sister chrom^tids I. EVid. enco from C, -to1oý°icwl remar : tiorS 
A major problem involves the position and node of separation of sister 
c hroc . tids at mitosis, and the position on the chromatid of microtubule 
attachments. 
An important feature of the present work is the discovery that the 
chromatids at anaphase are V-shaped in Euilena racilis - in conformation 
of Saito's observation (Saito, 1961) of some V-shaped chromatids in 'ýu'lena 
viridis. V-shaped "chromosomes " were also seen by'Gavrila (Gavrila) 1972) 
in the anaphase nuclei of Eu,? lena terricola - although it rust be pointed 
out that his preparations ;,, ere apparently squashed almost to destruction 
and most of his observations were due to this. A "theoretical centromere" 
could be proposed for the point of this V, at which however so far no 
specific ultrastructure has been found. 
Saito claims to 1i73 observed centrorneres in many oil the chromosomes 
of Euglena viridis, and interprets mitosis on a conventional basis, ,; irh 
undivided centromeres holding sister chromatids together until metaphase, 
when the centromeres divide and chromatids go to opposite poles, adopting 
a V-shape viith the point of the V directed to the pole. 
The difficulty with this is that in L'uglena gracilis although the 
V-chroratids are poir_tin, g to the poles at anaphase, at metaphase they are 
pointing back to the equator. Sister chromatids are vertically above one 
another, the points to-ether, the arms directed to the poles (Figs. 26t 
27a and b and Fig. 141). Some, it is true, are in intermediate altitudes 
(Figs. 21a and 141). 
a- ýrý ße5 
The present writer does not agree that Saito's Figs. 7 and 8 are of 
metaphase as he claims; instead they are probably premetaphase or late 
prophase. None of Saito's figures appear to be of full metaphase. 
0 
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Curiously, the endosome does not appear in any of them, alt.. ou, ý; h his 
Figs. 10-13 are certainly of anaphase. 
Polar views of inetaphase ('ie. 20a and Leedale, 1957, ý. S5 
and Fig. 114 of F, uglena spiro-vra) show two structures closely appressed, 
constituting the vertically-standing metaphase chromosome. jre these 
sister chromatids, or chromatid arms? Figs. 143,144 show them as sister 
chromatids; Figs. 141,142, as chromatid arms. Both cases would look 
identical in polar view, both would give the same chromosome/chromatid 
count at metaphase. 
If they are cliror_tatid arris, the sequence of position changes shovm 
in I+ig. 141a-i (or less pzobaably Fig. 142a-e) viould, i fo1lo; re? ve 
first the actual positions found at metaphase and anaphase in the 
preparations of B. gyacilis. Counts 
(; {`ig. ll, reg. To. 663, Table 12) of 
36-40 agree Frith Leedale's estimate of 45 (Leedale, 1957) made from the 
polar view of metaphase on the basis that the two appressed structures are 
one chromosome. Qs already stated, -the same count would be arrived at 
if they were chromatid arms). 
If the chromatids indeed arrarre themselves on the metaphase plate 
as in Fig. 141a and b, havin been completely separate since G2 of 
interphase, sonne mechanism of bringing sister chromatids together has to 
be assumed and indeed they appear rather distantly paired at interphase 
and prophase (rigs. 16 and 20) and possibly at premetaphase (Pigs. 21c 
" and 27c). An alternative arran erent is chovm in rig. 143. This 
illustrates the vertically standing; pairs of sister chromatids, and the 
microtubule attachment and subsequent movement required to arrive at 
anaphase. 
All the above proposed arrangements assure complete pre-mitotic 
separation of chromatids and the absence of an undivided centromere holdir. 
the sister chromatids together. 
4 
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Fig. 142 Models of separation of sister chromatids in Euglena. 
h: icrotubule 
" ;. iror at id 
Aabde 
The same sliding miorotubule 
mechanism as in Fig. 141 but the orientation of the 
chromatids is not changed. 
Fig. 143 Models of separation of sister chromatids 
in Euglena. 
Miorotubule 
Chromatid 
The 
bc 
The original supposition that the sister chromatids stood 
vertically side by side. 
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Fig. 144 : Interpretation of metaphase -- anaphase involving 
centromere. 
a 1rºI b 
Vertical position of chromosomcs, cubsequent separation of 
chromatid arms(b), division of centroinere(o) and change of 
position of chromatide(d, e, f), 
ß 
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',, 'e could however devise a model which would accept the undivided 
centromare as Saito sucs-cests; the only difference from the conventional 
metaphase Plate would be the vertical position of the chromosome (Fig. 144a). 
The subsequent separation of chroüatid arms. (rig. 144b) division of the 
centromere (rig. 144c) and change of position of chromatids (Fig. 144d 
and e) would bring this sequence to the starting point of Fig. 141. It 
is not possible to rule out the model shown in Fig. 144 and therefore not 
possible to rule out the centromere; although all the cytological 
observations made in the present work are against it. 
Further support for the model in Fig. 141 can be provided from 
ultrastructure. It is in accord Ath the three-dimensional annal. rsis of 
transverse sections (pp 142 ) Figs. 79 to 82. The best transverse 
sections of metaphase/anaphase in the present investigation are of 
2ut-lena. r": utabilis; but in this species unfortunately there are no 
chromosome counts available from ordinary cytology. However, the evidence 
from "Eu lena mutabilis may be considered (pp 14 3 Table 13). A count 
of sections throuh chromosomal structures at metaphase gives a mean of 
82 (or 41 double structures) a range of 52-110. A similar count at 
anaphases gives 34-35. Thus each anaphase crsomatid is represented by a 
double structure at metaphase - the two arts of the Vj side by side. 
Deficient counts have not passed through both arms of even one set of 
chromatids. 
Another possibility which has to be considered, is that anaphase 
movement of chromatids is brou3ht about by the assembly of microtubules 
at the equator pushing the chromatids towards the poles, where disassembly 
of nicrotubules already at the poles, provides room. A considerable 
elongation of the spindle of EuTlena occurs at anaphase, and many micro- 
tubules are seen in an axial position at that time, as well as beneath 
-Z, , 10 
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the nuclear membrane at the polar regions. The half-: Acrotubules seen 
(gigs. 103 and 104) show that assembly/disassembly could be taking place. 
i.: cIntosh (icIntosh et al., 1975) now appears to favour the idea of 
assembly and disassembly of microtubules as part of the mitotic mechanism. 
Iicrotutule Orranisin Centre 
The question of the microtubule organising centre (Pickett-Heaps , 
1969) may be briefly discussed. 
It has been suggested (Leedale1 1957) that the migration of the 
nucleus of Eu! rlena to the anterior end of the cell prior to mitosis, 
suggests that the basal bodies of the flagella could act as centrioles. 
A connection between the basal bodies of the related Astasia and the 
spindle microtubules has been claimed (Blum et al., J. Protozoo., 1965 
Vol. 12 Fig. 11 p. 7). Although this figure is not very convincing, a 
similar connection is suggested for Eu-, lena in the present work (Figs. 128 
and 129). It is not definite enough to be regarded as proof, nevertheless 
the probability that a pool of microtubule sub-units would be available 
in the region of the flagellar bases, is high. It is not clear however 
whether the conception of a Y. T. O. C. (other than flagellar bases) is of 
value in azglena, since the first spindle microtubules are seen at 
prophases within the nuclear uiembrane, already parallel with the long axis 
of the endosone (Fis. ýS ). A feature apparently hitherto unrecorded is 
the marked degree of lobing of the nuclear membrane at the mitotic poles, 
and the presence of microtubules in these lobes, proceeding from the 
spindle to end on the nuclear membrane itself (Pig. gtp4 -a position where 
perhaps access to sub units for polymerisation, directed from the flagellar 
bases, is possible. 
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The persistent nuclear membrane during riitosis is far from being 
peculiar to 11u7lena; it is also characteristic of other vridely different 
algae, being found in Sti, reoclonium (1ChaledaU Wv -Thesis, 1973) 
Acetabularia (personal communication Ii. God -ward) Polysiphonia (personal 
communication A Dave) as well as in Dinophyceae (Dodge, 11(, 4 ), and of 
numerous fungi such as Sa prolegnia (Heath and Greenwood, 1968)Ascomycetes 
generally (e. g. Zickla, 1970, Robinorr and Marak, 1966), Heterobasidiomycetes 
(Heath and Heath, 1976), Hyxomycetes such as Physarwn (Guttes and Guttes, 
1968), Ltiyxamoebae (Roos, 10,75), Protozoa (Perldns, 1975, Kubai, 1973). 
Fvo1utlon 
A brief word on the evolutionary position of Luglena may be added. 
Although it has been suggested (Leedale in Buetow, 194.! 2 p. 229) that the 
nearest relatives of L'uglenophyceae would be the Dinophyceae, this position 
is unlikely to be naintained now that the total isolation oý Dinophyceae 
in terms of chromosome structure has been so completely demonstrated 
(Dodge, 1964, iubai and ibis, 1969, Haapala and Boyer, 1973, Gravasse, 
1965). It is also a fact that a kinetochore, situated on the nuclear 
membrane after the manner of some fungi and protozoa (Kaubai, 1973, 
Trichonympha) has been demonstrated in a member of Dinophyceae (Oakley 
and Dodge, 1974). No such kinetochore, or chromosomal contact with nuclear 
membrane, has been found in Buglena althouZh admittedly it would be very 
easy to miss. To what extent a mere point of bending of a chromatid, or 
a mere attachment of microtubules, can be considered a kinetochore in 
the absence of the other attributes expected, i. e. pre-anaphase join/ing 
of chromatids, and detectable ultrastructure, must be left open. However, 
the absence of radiation-induced chromosomal aberrations of types expected 
4 
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where centromeres exist, seems to confirm their absence in Iujlena. 
The remarkable resistance to radiation of ''uclena nracilis, and the 
peculiar nature of the chromosomal aberrations ultimately formed (Figs. 
180 and 186) suggest that a biochemical investigation of its chromatin 
would be profitable, and probably also of the other structures such as 
the U-fibrils found in the nucleonlasm. No near relation to any other 
algal group would seem to be suggested on present evidence. 
f 
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SUMMARY 
i). Two species of Euglena, E. gracilis and E. mutabilis 
were studied. The optimum media and conditions for 
growth were as far as possible determined. Culture was 
on agar plates, in suspension, and in hanging drop 
cultures. The cell-cycle time was obtained by direct 
observation and cell counting in hanging drop cultures. 
2). Cultures were given a range of doses of gamma radiation 
up to near total lethality. A survival curve was plotted 
using colony counts of pour plate cultures. 
3). Morphological observations were made on irradiated cells. 
Plastid mutations were observed a1'so. 
4). Cytological observations were made using iron acetocarmine 
and Feulgen stains. The latter was employed for micro- 
densitometer readings. 
5). Mitosis was studied mainly in E. gracilis and to a lesser 
extent in E. mutabilis. 
6). The shape and position of chromatids was recorded 
photographically at metaphase and anaphase, in control and 
irradiated material. 
7). " Chromosomes and chromatids were recorded photographically 
from late interphase through to telophase. Where possible, 
they were counted; where not, estimates of the amount of 
chromatin were made from photographs. 
-2 - -- 
8). Ultrastructure was studied mainly in E. gracilis, to 
some extent also in E, mutabilis. 
Analysis of serial transverse sections of metaphase was 
attempted. 
9). Extensive study of the microtubules, their numbers and 
arrangement, their attachment to each other by arms and 
bridges, then contact with chromatids and other structures, 
was carried out. 
10). The effect of radiation on the ultrastructure of chromatin 
was studied. Chromosome breaks and dicentric bridges were 
looked for in ordinary cytological preparations. 
11). The endosome was studied with the electron microscope. 
12). Models for the mechanism of mitosis in EuSlena were 
constructed and discussed. 
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CONCLUSIOI15 
1). The optimum growth was obtained in Satby medium at 
25°C. 
The cell cycle involved one division in every 24 
hours, Liitosis occupied 2-3 hours. 
2). L. D. 50 was 35Kr for -Buglena gracilis, L. D. 90 was 45Kr. 
At the highest dose, 350Ir, there was no survival, but 
at 3001Cr in liquid culture there was ultimate colony 
formation in a few instances. No clonal cultures were 
formed in E. inutabilis, even in the control. 
3). Grossly abnormal cells were formed only in E. mutabilis. 
They appeared at doses of 20 - 5OKr. The sensitivity of 
E. mutabilis was greater than that of E. gracilis. 
Plastid mutants appeared only in E. mutabilis. 
4). Microdensitometer readings indicated that DNA replication 
occurs in mid-interphase as in Eukaryole organisms 
generally. 
5). A chromosome count of 40 ± was made for E. gracilis. 
6}. The chromatids were found to be V-shaped at anaphase and 
at metaphase; the V-shape is initiated at late prophase. 
Chromatids were separated from late interphase onwards. 
-- Z 3G - 
7). Chromosomes began to develop discontinuous staining at 
telophase. This became maximal at interphase when the 
chromosomes appeared as linear arrays of dots and rods. 
The total amount of chromosomal material doubled during 
interphase, as chromatids were separated. 
8). Transverse sections of metaphase in electron micrographs 
showed the presence of double structures. In serial 
sections these separated more widely or approached closely. 
Interpretation of the double structures as chromatid arems, 
and not sister chromatids, was supported. 
9). It was shown that microtubules are attached to each other 
laterally by arms and bridges, to the endosome and 
probably also to chromatids, that they pass through 
chromatids for short distances and then appear between them. 
There are about 550 mts in transverse sections of metaphase, 
in bundles of *4 -'25. 
10). Chromatin in }ieavily irradiated nuclei became much expanded 
but hardly stained with 0s04, uranyl acetate or lead, in 
E. gracilis. Relatively few fragments were found and there 
was no clear case of a dicentric bridge. This is evidence 
against the presence of centromere joining sister chromatids. 
11). ' The ultrastructure of the endosome was in all respects 
that of a eukaryote nucleolus. 
ýrý. 
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12). Models for mitosis have been produced, based on the 
following assumptions: - 
I. There is no centromere connecting sister 
chromatids, which are merely paired at 
pre-metaphase. They are V-shaped. 
l: icrotubules are attached to the chromatids 
at the point of the V. Sister chromatids 
are vertically above and below the 
equatorial plane to which their V -points are 
attached. They change position as anaphase 
proceeds. 
Movement is by sliding of the attached 
microtubules against the non-attached by 
means of arms and bridges, which move from 
site to site at positions progressively 
nearer the poles. 
II. There is a median centromere which associates 
sister chromatids together at metaphase. It 
takes up position on the equator, then divides. 
Chromatids separate, become V-shaped and change 
position as in 1). 
III. Sister chromatids are side by side and parallel 
to the spindle axis at metaphase. iuicrotubules 
attach to a central point of each, and separation 
follows as in I) andll), with the adoption of a 
V-shape. 
-244l- 
IV. Separation is by assembly of microtubules at 
the equator and disassembly at the poles. 
Of all the above, only 1) accounts for all the 
observations presented, including those of 
inverted V-shaped chromatids on the equator, and 
V-shaped chromatids at the anaphase poles. 
Although the evidence is not conclusive, Model 
1) is favoured. 
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